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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1947
TOWN OF HAMPTON
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in
town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Hampton on Tuesday, the 11th day of March, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose by Australian Ballot one Town
Clerk, one Selectman for three years, one Treasurer, one
Collector of Taxes, and three Auditors.
Article 2. To choose all other necessary officers for the
ensuing year.
Article 3. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary for Town Officers' salaries and expenses, election and
registration, municipal court, care and supplies for Town
Hall, police department, fire department, moth department,
highways and bridges, street lighting, library, town poor.
Memorial Day, parks and playgrounds, cemetery, sewer
department, sidewalks, comfort station, town notes, Hamp-
ton Beach, and all other necessary charges arising within
the town.
Article 4. To see if the town will give the Selectmen
power to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 5. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen
to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real estate
acquired by the town through tax deeds.
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Article 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to take action according- to the terms of leases
against certain or all lease owners leasing lands from the
town of Hampton who have not paid their ground rent, or
taxes or both.
Article 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $444.99 for State Aid roads, if the State
contributes $1779.94.
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate for the issuance and distribution of printed matter
for advancement of the interests of the town, its resources
and natural advantages and to assist in the promotion of
developments for the benefits of the town in co-operation
with other towns coordinated in the Seacoast Regional De-
velopment Association the sum of $600.00.
Article 9. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to take legal action to determine the ownership
of and the rights of the town in the land at North Beach
just north of the Coast Guard station and known as the
fish houses.
Article 10. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $3,000. to be used for sewer extensions.
Article 11. On petition of Dean B. Merrill and twenty-
eight other legal voters : To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to engage engineers to make en-
gineering studies, surveys and such other preliminary steps
as may be necessary in the town of Hampton for the exten-
sion of the sewerage system to the main part of the town,
and to make application to and accept from the Federal
Works Agency of the United States Government a loan or
advancement to cover the costs of such eng-ineering ex-
penses ; and that a committee of four be appointed to work
with the Selectmen.
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Article 12. On petition of Hamptons' Post No. 35 Ameri-
can Legion and fifty legal voters to see if the town will
vote to legalize baseball and other sports on Sunday.
Article 13. To receive the report of the Planning Board.
Article 14. On petition of Raymond L. Coding, as Presi-
dent of the Hampton Beach Chamber of Commerce, to see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7500. to remodel and repair the bandstand at the Beach;
and to build, install and paint the necessary seats adjacent
to the bandstand for the convenience of the audience.
Article 15. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 24th day of Febru-




Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.










In the following pages will be found the budget of the
estimated receipts and expenditures for the year ending
December 31, 1947, as compared with the receipts and ex-
penditures for the year ending December 31, 1946 and a
complete statement of the financial condition of the town
as of December 31, 1946, as determined by the audit of
Sanford G. York, public accountant.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing








Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal
forest lands





Business Licenses and Permits 3,192.00 3,000.00
Fines and Forfeits, Municipal Court 5,413.96 2,000.00
Rent of Tow^n Hall and other bldgs. 16.00
Income of Departments 120.49
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 3,735.93 4,000.00
Land Rents 10,095.25 9,000.00
Comfort Station 2,903.00 2,500.00




From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:




Year January 1, 1947 to December 31, 1947 Compared with





Town Officers' Salaries & Expenses
Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal Court Expenses
Exp. Town Hall & Other Bldgs.















































SOURCES OF REVENUE (Continued)
National Bank Stock Taxes 171.00 100.00
Total Revenues From All Sources
Except Property Taxes $42,162.21 $37,700.00
Amt. To Be Raised By @ 31.00
Property Taxes 228,935.10 209,560.00
Total Revenues $271,097.31 $247,260.00
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PURPOSES OF EXPENDITURES (Continued)
Public Welfare:
Town Poor and Old Age Asst.
Patriotic Purposes:
Service Tablet









Taxes Bought by Town
Unclassified :
Refunds
Damages and Legal Expenses
Advertising and Regional Associations
Interest :
On Temp. Loans & On Bonded Debt
Outlay for New Construction and
Perm. Improv.
Highways and Bridges :
Parking Space







Payments to Other Gov't'l. Divisions:
County Taxes


































Total Expenditures $279,804.90 $247,496.00
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BUDGET COMMITTEE
HOMER A. JOHNSON EDWARD S. BATCHELDER
GEORGE ASHWORTH HAROLD W. WINCHESTER
GEORGE H. LAMOTT CARL M. LOUGEE
JEROME F. HARKNESS CHESTER G. MARSTON
WILLIAM BROWN HAROLD L. PIERSON
JOHN W. PERKINS JOSEPH C KENNEDY
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REPORT OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 11, 1947
The meeting" was called to order at 10 o'clock a. m. by the
Mo.lerator John W. R. Brooks, the Warrant was then read
by the Moderator, after which prayer was offered by Rev.
Herbert Walker.
A. "Resolution of Honor."
Resolved by the voters of the Town of Hampton in An-
nual Town Meeting assembled in the year 1947.
That on days of the arrival of the body of each of Hamp-
tons Gold Star heroes, public flags be at half mast and a
police escort be available.
This was VOTED Unanimously
Ballot clerks were then appointed who were Clinton H
Durant, Robert Brown, Lawrence Hill, Solon Gremmels,
Charles Raymond, Leavitt Magrath, Charles F. Adams, El-
more L. Dearborn.
At this point there was a
Motion: That the polls close at 7:30 p. m.
This was VOTED
Ballots were then given to Ballot Clerks, after which
votes were called for.
Article 1 and 2 being on Australian ballot they were not
taken up at this time.
Article 3. Motion : To take up item by item.
This was VOTED
Town Officers' Salaries and Expenses
Motion : To raise and appropriate the sum of $9,000
This was VOTED
Election and Registration




Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,500
This was VOTED
Expense of Town Hall and other Buildings
Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,700
And a portion of this money be expended on
the Town Hall stage.
This was VOTED
Police Department
This appropriation asked for was expended by Harry
D. Munsey. Paul Dorn then asked how much the Select-
men were allowed to spend over the appropriations, this
was answered by Harry D. Munsey and John W. Per-
kins, after which a,
Motion : To raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000
This was VOTED
Fire Department
This article was discussed by Charles F. Butler and
several others after which a
Motion : To raise and appropriate $23,000
This was VOTED
Fire Department Maintenance
Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,500
This was VOTED
Moth Extermination
Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,000




Motion : To raise and appropriate $14,400
Th's was VOTED
Vital Statistics




Motion : To raise and appropriate $8,900
This was VOTED
Town Nurse
Motion: To raise and appropriate $2,080
This was VOTED
Highways and Bridges
Motion: To raise and appropriate $18,000
$14,000 for summer and $4,000, for winter.
This was VOTED
Street Lights
Motion: To raise and appropriate $11,500
This was VOTED
Parking Space
Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,900
Amendment by Mrs. Wingate to pass over this
article. This amendment was withdrawn after
which a
Motion: To raise and appropriate $1,900
This was VOTED
Library
Motion : To raise and appropriate $2,000
This was VOTED
Special Acts
Motion : To raise and appropriate $7,500
This was VOTED
Town Poor
Motion : To raise and appropriate $5,000
This was VOTED
Memorial Day




Motion : To raise and appropriate $4,000
And that $1,000 be used or allocated to the Beach and
$400 to bo3'S and girls activities at Memorial Park.
This was NOT VOTED
Motion : by Edward S. Seavey : To raise and appropriate
$4.C00 for Parks and Playgrounds and that the sum of $1,000
be allocated to the Beach and that any balance or surplus
that ma}^ result after necessary upkeep and expenditures be
added to the unexpended balance of 1946, and used to im-
prove the tennis courts at Tuck Memorial Field, with the
suggestion that $400 of the necessary expenditure be used
for the boys and girls activities, at Tuck Memorial Field.
This was VOTED
Band
Motion : To raise and appropriate $2,500
This was VOTED
Water
Motion : To raise and appropriate $8,380
This was VOTED
Motion: To adjourn until 1 o'clock.
This was VOTED
Meeting was resumed at 1 o'clock.
Cemeteries
Motion : To raise and appropriate $2,500
This was VOTED
Comfort Station
Motion : To raise and appropriate $3,000
This was VOTED
Damages and Legal Expenses
Motion : To raise and appropriate $700
This was VOTED
Interest




Motion : To raise and appropriate $5,500
This was VOTED
County Tax
Motion: To raise and appropriate a sum necessary
to pay County Tax.
This was VOTED
Article 4. Motion : To accept this article as read.
This was VOTED
Article 5. Motion : To accept this article as read.
This was VOTED
Article 6. Motion : To accept this article as read. •
This was VOTED
Article 7. Motion : To accept this article as read.
This was VOTED
Article 8. Motion : To strike out article 8 and insert
this amendment
:
Article 8. To raise and appropriate the sum of $600
for the purpose of publicizing- the economic and rec-
reational advantages of the Seacoast Region. This
amount to be allocated to the Seacoast Regional De-
velopment Association for this purpose, provided,
said association first definitely agrees in writing- not
to sponsor any legislature in the New Hampshire
General Court which might affect the economy of the
region or of any town in the region without
first ascertaining the sentiments of the citizens of
the locality by means of some efficient type of public
pull or referendum.
Th-s was VOTED
Article 9. Motion: To accept this article as read.
This was VOTED
Article 10. Motion : To raise and appropriate $3,000
This was VOTED
Article 11. This article was explained by John W.
Perkins after which a
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Motion : To acept this article as read, with a com-
mittee of four which are Alton P. Tobey, Ernest Un-
derwood, John W. R. Brooks, Charles E. Greenman.
This was VOTED
Article 12. On Ballot.
Article 13. In the absence of Charles E. Greenman
who is sick this article was explained and report
given by John W. Perkins after which a
Motion : To accept this report.
Amendment : To give the Planning Board a rising
vote of thanks. This being done the motion was voted.
Article 14. Motion : To indefinitely postpone.
This was VOTED
Article 15. Resolution by John W. Perkins.
WHEREAS. Under House bill 354 it is proposed to
construct a toll road, parallel to and approximately
two miles west of the present Lafayette Road, and
WHEREAS Competent evidence establishes the
fact that a toll road may be very harmful to the
economy of the State, to our Seacoast Section and to
the several communities of this region, and
WHEREAS If, and when additional highway facil-
ities are proven necessary, they may be provided
without recourse to a toll road, therefore,
Be it resolved by the citizens of Hampton, in Town
Meeting assembled, that we voice our serious objec-
tions to the legislation contained in House Bill 358,
and that copies of this resolution be handed to our
Representatices in the General Court and to the
chairman of all legislative committees which may
conduct hearings on this measure.
Motion : To adopt this resolution.
This was VOTED
Motion : To adjourn this meeting.
This was VOTED
-<{ 18 ]^~




FOR SELECTMEN FOR THREE YEARS
George H. Sumner 599
Edward S. Batchelder 419
TREASURER
Chester G. Marston 847
FOR COLLECTOR OF TAXES
William Brown 861
FOR AUDITORS
Elmore L. Dearborn 803
Frank 1,!. James 709
David M. Hamilton 804
ROAD AGENT
Homer A. Johnson 859
FOR TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Alexander J. Moore 785
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Bernice L. Palmer 828



























TOWN WARRANT FOR 1948
TOWN OF HAMPTON
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, in said State, quaHfied to vote in
town affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Hampton on Tuesday, the 9th day of March, 1948, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects :
Article 1. To choose by Australian Ballot one Town
Clerk, one Selectman for three years, one Treasurer, one
Collector of Taxes, and three Auditors.
Article 2. To choose all other necessary officers for the
ensuing year.
Article 3. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary for Town Officers' salaries and expenses, election and
registration, municipal court, care and supplies for Town
Hall, police department, fire department, moth department,
highways and bridges, street lighting, library, town poor,
Memorial Day, parks and playgrounds, cemetery, sewer
department, sidewalks, comfort station, town notes, Hamp-
ton Beach, and all other necessary charges arising within
the town.
Article 4. To see if the town will give the Selectmen
power to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 5. To see if the town will authorize the Select-
men to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real
estate acquired by the town through tax deeds.
Article 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to take action according to the terms of leases
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against certain or all lease owners leasing lands from
the town of Hampton who have not paid their ground rent,
or taxes or both.
Article 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $446.39 for State Aid roads, if the
State contributes $1,785.55.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize che
Selectmen to repair the trunk lines of the sewer at the
Beach and to purchase such new equipment as the Select-
men may deem necessary at a total cost not to exceed
$15,000.00 and to vote to borrow said sum of $15,000.00 and
to issue notes of the Town of Hampton in the principal a-,
mount not exceeding $15,000.00 in accordance with Chapter
72 of the Revised Laws of 1942 as amended, payable ex-
clusively from funds to be raised by taxation, interest pay-
able semi-annually, principal payable in two installments
$7,500.00 each year, the first installment to be due on^^
year from the date of said notes, and all matters in con-
nection with said notes to be left to the discretion of the
Selectmen.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $10,000.00 for sewer extensions at
Hampton Beach.
Article 10. To receive the report of the Sewer Committee
and to see if the Town will vote to accept the same.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
construction of a system of sewers for sewerage disposal
at a cost not to exceed Two Hundred Thousand Dollars,
including a system of sewers, the rebuilding and enlarging
of the Town sewerage disposal plant, the acquisition eithtr
by purchase or eminent domain proceedings of land or lands
necessary for the construction of the sewerage system,
and the repayment of the sum of Eight Thousand Two
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Hundred and Fifty Dollars advanced by the Federal Works
Agency of the U. S. Government for the engineering study
;
the sewer system, the rebuilding and enlarging of the sew-
erage disposal plant, etc., to be in accordance with the rec-
ommendations contained in the report of the Sewer Com-
mittee and to authorize a sewer committee consisting of the
Board of Selectmen, Charles E. Greenman, Alton P. Tobev,
Ernest R. Underwood and John W. R. Brooks, all of said
Hampton, or a majority of the said committee of seven,
in connection therewith to determine the extent of the
system of sewers, to solicit bids from competent contract-
ing firms, to accept the most advantageous bid or bids, i-j
supervise the construction, to see that the contracts are
carried out, to accept the project for the Town, and to take
any other necessary or desirable action in connection with
such bids, contracts, construction and all other matters
in connection therewith.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and
instruct the Selectmen to proceed to acc[uire either by
purchase or eminent domain proceedings such land or lands
or easements therein as the sewer committee shall deem
necessary for the construction of any or all of said sewe^
system.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to borrow a sum
not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Dollars and to issue
and sell in connection with such borrowing notes and/or
bonds of the Town of Hampton in the principal amount
not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Dollars, such notes
and/or bonds to be issued pursuant to Chapter 72 of the
Revised Laws of 1942 as amended and in accordance with
Chapter 399 of the Laws of 1947, payable exclusively from
funds to be raised from taxation, to bear interest at a rat^
not exceeding four per cent per annum payable semi-an-
nually, maturing during a twenty-nine year period, princi-
pal payable in annual installments of Seven Thousand Dol-
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lars each year for the first twenty-eight years and Four
Thousand Dollars on the twenty-ninth year, the first ii-
stallment to be payable one year from date of said notes
and/or bonds, to be sold for not less than par, the time
and place of payment of principal and interest, the fixinc:
of the rate of interest, the provisions for the sale of the
notes and/or bonds and all other matters in connection
therewith to be le''t to the discretion of the Selectmen.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to increase the
sew^er entrance fee from Fifty Dollars to One Hundred
Dollars and to authorize and instruct the Selectmen *o
take any action that may be necessary to carry out this
vote.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to require every
owner, agent, or tenant of land on which there is a build-
ing having or requiring sewerage facilities and adjoining
any street through which any common sew^er shall be laid,
to enter said common sewer by making a sufficient drain
from said building to the street line and to instruct the
Selectmen or the Board of Health to carry this article into
effect.
Article 16. To receive the report of the Planning Board
and to see if the Town wuU vote to adopt a zoning ordinance
for the Town of Hampton, the same having been pre-
pared by said Board in accordance with a vote of the Town
and public hearings having been held thereon by said
Board, a copy of said proposed zoning ordinance being at-
tached hereto and marked Exhibit A.
Article 17. On petition of Leavitt Magrath and nine oth-
er legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
To see if the Town will elect to approve of the inclusion
of its officers and employees in the Employees' Retire-
ment System of the State of New Hampshire, which sys-
tem is provided for by chapter 27-A of the Revised Laws,
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as inserted by chapter 183 of the Laws of 1945, and as pro-
vided by chapter 201 of the Laws of 1945 and subsequent
amendments thereto.
Article 18. On petition of Donald A. Rand and nine other
legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $200.00 for the purpose of purchasing Christmas lighting
fixtures as a part of a Christmas illumination program
sponsored by the Hampton Business Men's Association m
conjunction with other civic and Church organizations, said
decorations to be located along the Lafayette Road in the
Hampton Center Business Section.
Article 19. On petition of J. W. Tucker and twenty-four
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five hundred dollars ($500.00) for the purpose of re-
storing by all necessary methods of modern tree surgery,
the famous Hampton elm, located on Winnacunnet Road at
Elmwood Corner, and to empower the Selectmen to engage
a competent firm of tree experts to complete the work.
Article 20. On petition of J. W. Tucker and twenty-four
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for the purpose of
adequately marking with proper signs, the names of all
the streets and roads in the more compact part of Hampton
Village and for the allocation of numbers to all houses in
this compact section by means of the same system of house-
numbering now in use in the Beach section of the Town,
and to empower the Selectmen to make all necessary ar-
rangements for such marking of streets and numbering of
houses.
Article 21. On petition of Kenneth N. Ross and eleven
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
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To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 for the installation of a sewer on ths
street leading northwesterly from Ocean Boulevard across
Ross Acres.
Article 22. On petition of Herbert A. Casassa and twenty-
eight other legal voters of the Town of Hampton
:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five hundred dollars ($500.00) to be used for the
construction of baseball diamond on Town property in back
of the Elementary School.
Article 23. To transact any other business that may legal-
ly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 20th day of F'eb-




Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.





Selectmen of Hampton, N. IT.
EXHIBIT "A"
PRELIMINARY REPORT
OF THE PLANNING BOARD
For The
TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
In order to preserve and improve the attractiveness of the Town
Hampton as a resort community and to continue its desirabiliy as
a place in which to live and do business, in order to safeguard the
health, welfare, morals, convenience and safety of its citizens and
recreational guests and to provide for an orderly growth in the
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future, the Town of Hampton in pursuance of authority conferred
by Chapters 51 and 53 of the Revised Laws of New Hampshire, 1942,




Section 1. Any person before commencing work on the erection
or alteration of any building or structure must first obtain a per-
mit duly granted for such purpose by the public official authorized
by the Board of Selectmen to issue such permits. No permits shall
be issued when the alteration or construction or change in U3e
would be in violation of any of the provisions of this ordinance
nor before a plan is filed which conforms to the regulations of this
ordinance or to any amendments thereto. In the event of the damage
or destruction by fire, storm or Act of God of any building not
conforming to the regulations of this ordinance, said building may
be rebuilt for its former non-conforming use provided such construc-
tion is started within a year of its damage or destruction and if
completed within two years; the new structure shall, however, con-
form to the Area and Height Regulations of Article IV of this or-
dinance and to the Building Provisions of Article V.
Section 2. Any person violating any of the provisions of this
ordinance shall be subject to a fine not exceeding $20 for each
violation. Each day that any violation is allowed to continue con-
stitutes a separate offense. The Board of Selectmen may institute
in the name of the Town any appropriate action or proceedings to
prevent, restrain, correct or abate violations of this ordinance.
Section 3. The Selectmen shall appoint a Board of Adjustment
conforming in membership and duties to the provision of Chap-
ter 51, Sections 56-57, inclusive, of the Revised Laws of New Hami>-
shire, 1942, or any amendments thereto.
In addition to the general powers granted said Board by said
Chapter 51 or any amendments thereto, it may:
1. Permit the erection of additional buildings or enlargement or
alteration of existing buildings on the same or an adjacent parcel of
land for a trade, business, or other use prohibited in such district.
2. Permit variances from the specific terms of this ordinance
where it can be shown that the specific terms would result m
unnecessary hardship, but such variances shall be in harmony
with its general purpose and intent.
3. In cases, where the district boundaries divide piesent lots cr
properties so that a part is in one district and a part is in another,
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the Board may permit such lot or propery to be used for the pur-
poses defined in the less restricted district.
Section 4. This ordinance and the boundaries of districts shown
on the Zoning Map may be amended at any annual town meeting
in accordance with the provisions of the State Zoning enabling Act,
Chapter 51 of the Revised Laws, 1942. or any amendments thereto.
ARTICLE II
Districts
For the purposes outlined above four Districts are established,
namely, Residence A, Residence B, Business, and General. The
Town is hereby divided into these districts as shown on the
Zoning Map dated February 2, 1948, and filed with the Town Clerk
of said Hampton, and as further described in "Appendix A" attached
hereto and made a part hereof. All names of Boulevards, Streets and
Roads mentioned herein are as appear on the Zoning Map.
ARTICLE III
Use Regulations
Section 1. Residence A. Districts. In Residence A districts no
building or land shall be used for any purpose except one or more
of the following:
1. Single or two-family residences, including other purposes
accessory to their use as residences, by the owner or tenant,
such as offices for doctors, engineers, architects, lawyers, or
others, where the number of persons employed on the pre-
mises, besides the owner, shall not be more than two, and
private garages. The letting of rooms to five or less lodgers,
tourists, or boarders shall be considered accessory use.
2. Farm buildings necessary to the operation of a farm, including
roadside stands for the sale of farm produce.
3. Churches, schools, libraries.
Section 2. Residence B Districts. In Residence B districts r.o
building or land shall be used for any purpose except one or more
of the following:
1. Any use permitted in a Residence A district.
2. Lodging houses where lodgings are let to more than five
persons.
3. Apartment houses, tourist cabins, and hotels, including retail
business conducted only for the convenience of the residents
of the building.
Section 3. Business Districts. In Business districts no building
or land shall be used for any purpose except one or more of the
following:
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1. Any use permitted in a Residence B. District.
2. Shops, restaurants, and wareliouses.
3. Garages, parking lots, and filling stations.
4. Offices, banks.
5. Theaters, halls, clubs.
In a Business district all manufacturing, except that clearly ia-
cidental to the business lawfully conducted on the premises, is
specifically prohibited.
Section 4. General District. In the General district no building
or land shall be used for any purpose except one or more of the
following:
1. Any use permitted in a Business district.
2. Light manufacturing, machine shops.
3. Coal, coke, wood, and building materials yards.
4. Such other uses which are not obnoxious or offensive by
reason of the emission of smoke, dust, gas, noise, or odor;
but the following uses are specifically excluded from all dis-
tricts; junk yards, dumps, storage of abandoned automobiles,
trailer, or trailer camps, race tracks, roller-skating rinks,
roller coasters, 'the whip', merry-go-rounds, and/or any other
similar commercial amusements."
ARTICLE IV
Area and Height Regulations
Section 1. Residence A Districts. In Residence A districts the
maximum height of any structure shall not exceed three stories
or 40 feet in height, nor shall any residential structure contain
less than 400 square feet per family.
Section 2. Residence B. Districts. In Residence B districts tlie
maximum height of any structure shall not exceed four stories cr
50 feet in height.
Section 3. No structure in either Residence A or B districts
shall be placed closer than 7 feet to the nearest lot line or to any
other building on the same lot, and in no case closer than 10 feet
from the street frontage or frontages. Steps or ground level terraces
shall not be considered a part of the structure for the purpose c f
this section, but all porches, piazzas and other similiar elements
shall be considered a part of the structure.
ARTICLE V
Construction Provisions
Section 1. Construction. No building shall be erected or altered
for any purpose which does not conform to safe standards as
herein after defined.
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Section 2. Roof Coverings. No roof of any building in the Resi-
dence A, B, and Business districts shall be covered or re-coveri3d
in whole or in part except with non-combustible or fire-resisting
roofing materials.
Section 3. Firestops. No building of wood or other combustible
material shall be erected, altered, remodeled or enlarged without
providing firestops in every combustible wall or partition, at every
floor and between floor joists at every partition, of the new con-
struction.
Section 4. Chimney Construction. No chimney shall be built,
erected, or altered below the roof unless containing a tile or brick
lining and with an iron clean-out door at or near its base, and
where enclosed by woodwork or other combustible material shall
be no closer than one inch to the chimney, and no chimney shall
have its base resting upon any floor or beam of combustible mater-
ial.
Section 5. Smoke Pipes. No smope pipes shall be installed or
erected, so as to be within twelve inches of any combustible floor
or ceiling, unless amply protected with non-combustible material.
No smoke pipe shall be installed or erected which passes into or
through partitions or walls of combustible material, except when
guarded by a double collar of metal with air space of at least five
inches, or at least five inches of brick or other non-combustible
material between the pipe and the combustible material.
ARTICLE VI
Permits and Inspection
Section 1. No person shall undertake any construction or al-
teration in connection with any of the provisions of Article V until
a written permit for such construction or alteration has been se-
cured from the Building Inspector. A permit shall not be required
in the case of repairs unless such repairs include alteration or new
construction.
The Building Inspector before issuing the permit may require a
plan of the proposed work. He shall inspect all buildings or struc-
tures during construction or alteration to see that the provisions
of this ordinance are complied with, and whenever in his opinion, the
provisions of this ordinance are not complied with, he shall order
such work in violation to be stopped until the violation has been
remedied and shall forthwith report such violations to the Select-
men for appropriate action.
Section 2. The Building Inspector at the time of the issuing of a
permit by him shall collect from the applicant a fee based on the
following scale:
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$2 per $1,000 based on a fair estimate of the total cost of con-
struction or alteration but in no case shall the fee be less than $2.
In any case where in the opinion of the Building Inspector the total
cost of the alteration or new construction shall amount to less than
$100 the Building Inspector may waive the inspection and the fee.
The Building Inspector for his services shall be eiititled to oiie-
half of the fee collected and the remaining one-half shall be paid icy
him to the Town each month.
Section 3. A Building Inspector shall be appointed annually fiv
the Selectmen, and in the event of the disability, absence, or rMs-
qualification of the Building Inspector, the Selectmen shall appoint
an Inspector to act in his stead.
ARTICLE VII
Validity
If any section or part of section or paragraph of this Ordinance
is declared invalid or unconstitutional, it shall not be held to invalid-
ate or impair the validity, force or effect of any other section or
sections or part of a section or paragraph of this Ordinance.
ARTICLE VIII
Effective
Section 1. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
PLANNING BOARD OF THE TOWN OF HAMPTON
By CHARLES GREENMAN, Chairman
HARRY D. MUNSEY CLIFFORD BEAN
RAY L. CODING JCHN W. PERKINS
APPENDIX A
RESIDENCE "A" EXETER ROAD HAMPTON VI LLAGE
Beginning at a point in the centerline of location of the Boston
and Maine Railroad distant 200 feet southerly from the southerly
sideline of Exeter Road ; thence running in a general northwesterly
direction by a line parallel to and 200 feet southwesterly from
the southwesterly sideline of said Road to a point in the easterly
sideline of the Hadley Garage Property projected southerly; then(;e
turning and running northerly by said easterly sideline and its
projection southerly to a point 200 feet northerly from the northerly
sideline of said Exeter Road; thence turning and running in a soutli-
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easterly direction by a line parallel to and 200 feet northeasterly
from the northeasterly sideline of said Road to the centerline of
location of said railroad; thence turning and running southerly by
said centerline of location to the point of beginning.
RESIDENCE "A" HAMPTON VILLAGE
Beginning at a point distant 300 feet easterly from the easterly
sideline of Lafayette Road and distant 200 feet northerly from
the northerly sideline of Anns Lane; thence running easterly by a
line parallel to and 200 feet northerly from the northerly sideline
of Anns Lane; thence running southeasterly by a line parallel to
and 200 feet northeasterly from the northeasterly sideline of Mace
Road; thence running southwesterly by a line parallel to and 200
feet southeasterly from the southeasterly sideline of Locke Road;
thence turning running in a general westerly direction by a line par-
allel to and 200 feet southerly from the southerly sidelines of
Winnecummett Road and Park Avenue to a point distant 300 fest
easterly from the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road; thence turn-
ing and running northerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet easterly
from the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road to a point 300 feet
southerly from the southerly sideline of High Street; thence turn-
ing and running easterly by a line parallel and 300 feet southerly
from the southerly sideline of High Street to the westerly boundary
of land of the Advent Church projected southerly across High
Street; thence turning and running northerly by said westerly
boundary projected to a point 300 feet northerly from High Street;
thence turning and running westerly by a line parallel to and 300
feet northerly from High Street to a point 300 feet easterly from
the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road; thence turning and run-
ning northerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet easterly from the
easterly sideline of Lafayette Road to the point of beginning.
RESIDENCE "A" NORTH BEACH
Beginning at a point in the centerline of Little River Road at
the North Hampton town line; thence running easterly by said
town line to the Atlantic Ocean; thence running southerly by the
Atlantic Ocean to land of the United States occupied by the Coast
Guard Station; thence running westerly by land of said United
States to Ocean Boulevard; thence northerly by Ocean Boulevard
to a point 571 feet southerly from the southerly sideline of North
Shore Road; thence running westerly 750 feet by a line at right
angles to Ocean Boulevard to a point distant 200 feet southerly from
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the southerly sideline of North Shore Road; thence running west-
erly by a line parallel to and 200 feet southerly from the southerly
sidelines of North Shore Road and North Beach Road to a point
in the centerline of Little River Road; thence turning and running
northeasterly by the centerline of Little River Road to the point
of beginning.
RESIDENCE "A" GREAT BOARS HEAD
All of Great Boars Head lying easterly of a line which is paral-
lel to and 100 feet easterly from the easterly sideline of Ocean
Boulevard.
RESIDENCE "B" HAMPTON VILLAGE
Beginning at a point in the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road
distant 540 feet northerly from the northerly sideline of Anns Lane;
thence running westerly by a line at right angles to Lafayette
Road to the centerline of location of the Boston and Maine Railroad;
thence running northerly by said centerline of location to the east-
erly sideline of Lafayette Road; thence running northerly by the
easterly sideline of said road to the North Hampton town lino;
thence turning and running easterly by said town line to a point 300
feet easterly from the centerline of location of said railroad; thence
turning and running southerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet
easterly from said centerline of location and by a line parellel to and
300 feet easterly from the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road to a
point in a line at right angles to Lafayette Road through the point
of beginning; thence turning and running westerly to the point of
beginning.
RESIDENCE "B" HAMPTON BEACH
Beginning at the northeast corner of the lot fronting on Haver-
hill Street and Ocean Boulevard; thence running easterly by Hay-
erhill Street to Atlantic Ocean; thence turning and running souther-
ly by the Atlantic Ocean to the State Park; thence turning and
running westerly by the State Park to the rear line of the let
fronting on Ocean Boulevard; thence turning and running in a
general northeasterly direction following the rear lines of the lots
fronting on said boulevard to the point of beginning.
RESIDENCE "B" NORTH BEACH
Beginning at the intersection of First Street and the Ocean
Boulevard; thence running westerly by the centerline of First
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Street and its extension westerly to Eel Ditch; thence running-
northerly by Eel Ditch and Meadow Pond to the northerly end
of said pond; thence running northerly to a point 200 feet souin-
erly from the intersection of North Shore Road and North Beach
Road; thence running easterly by a line parallel ta and 200 Taet
southerly from the southerly side line of North Shore Road to a
point 750 feet westerly at right angles from Ocean Boulevard;
thence running southerly by a straight line to a point distant 600
feet westerly from Kings Highway ; thence turning and running
easterly by a line at right angles to Kings Highway 600 feet to
a point in said highway 150 feet feet northerly from the northerly
sideline of 19th Street; thence running northerly by Kings Highway
to High Street; thence running easterly by High Street to Ocean
Boulevard; thence running southerly by Ocean Boulevard to the
centerline of First Street; and the point of beginning.
BUSINESS DISTRICT HAMPTON VILLAGE
Beginning at a point in the easterly sideline of Lafayette Road,
distant 540 feet northerly from the northerly sideline of Anns Lane:
thence running easterly by a line at right angles to Lafayette Road
300 feet; thence running southerly by a line parallel to and 300
feet easterly from Lafayette Road to a point 300 feet northerly
from the northerly sideline of High Street; thence turning and
running easterly by a line parallel lo and 300 feet northerly fiora
High Street to the westerly boundary of land of the Advent Church;
thence turning and running southerly by the westerly boundai-y
of land of the Advent Church projected southerly across High Street
to a point 300 feet southerly from the southerly sideline of High
Street; thence turning and running westerly by a line parallel to
and 300 feet southerly from the southerly sideline of High Street to
a point distant 300 feet easterly from the easterly sideline of La-
fayette Road; thence turning and running in a general southerly
direction by a line parallel to and 300 feet easterly from the easter-
ly sideline of Lafayette Road to the Hampton Falls town line'
thence turning and running northwesterly by the Hampton Falls
town line to a point 300 feet westerly from the westerly sideline
of Lafayette Road ; thence turning and running in a general north-
erly direction by a line parallel to and 300 feet westerly from the
westerly sideline of Lafayette Road to the centerline of location of
the Boston and Maine Railroad; thence running northerly by '.he
centerline of location of said railroad to a point on a line at right
angles to Lafayette Road through the point of beginning; thence
running easterly to the point of beginning.
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BUSINEBS DISTRICT NORTH BEACH
HIGH STREET AND BOULEVARD
Beginning at a point in the westerly sideline of Ocean Boulevard
57;l feet southerly from the southerly sideline of North Shore
Road; thence running southerly by Ocean Boulevard to High
Street; thence westerly by High Street to Kings Highway; thence
southerly by Kings Highway to a point 150 feet northerly from the
Northerly sideline of 19th Street; thence turning and running at
right angles to Kings Highway westerly to a point distant 600
feet from the westerly sideline of Kings Highway; thence turning
and running northerly by a straight line to a point 750 feet westerly
from Ocean Boulevard and 200 feet southerly from the southerly
• sideline of North Shore Road; thence turning and running by a line
at right angles to Ocean Boulevard 750 feet to the point of begii-
ning.
BUSINESS DISTRICT HAMPTON BEACH
FIRST STREET to HAMPTON RIVER
Beginning at the intersection of First Street and the Ocea.i
Boulevard; thence running southerly by the westerly sideline ct
said Boulevard to a point opposite Dumas Avenue; tlience turning
at right angles and running easterly to a point 100 feet easterly
from the easterly side of said Boulevard; thence running southerly
by a line parallel to and 100 feet easterly from the easterly side of
said Boulevard to the Atlantic Ocean on the southerly shore of
Great Boars Head; thence turning and running westerly across said
Boulevard to the westerly sideline thereof; thence running in a
general southerly direction following the westerly sideline of said
Boulevard to a point opposite Haverhill Street; thence easterly
across said Boulevard to the northeast corner of the lot fronting
on Haverhill Street and the Boulevard; thence running in a general
southwesterly direction following the rear lines of the lots front-
ing on said Boulevard to the State Park; thence turning and running
westerly by the State Park and a continuation of the northerly
line thereof to Hampton River; thence running northerly by said
river to a point in line at right angles to Marsh Avenue through
the intersection of Marsh Avenue and "O" Street; thence running
northerly to a point in Church Street 300 feet westerly from the
intersection of Highland Avenue; thence turning and running ]n
a straight line to a point in a line at right angles to Ocean Boulevard
through the intersection of Dumas Avenue and 300 feet westerly
from the westerly sideline of Ocean Boulevard; thence running
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northerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet westerly from Ocean
Boulevard and westerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet soutberly
from Winnecummet Road to Eel Ditch; thence turning and running
northerly by Eel Ditch to the centerline of First Street extended
westerly; thence turning and running easerly by the centerline of
First Street and its extension westerly to the point of beginning.
GENERAL DISTRICT






In the following pages will be found the budget of the
estimated receipts and expenditures for the year ending
December 31, 1948, as compared with the receipts and ex-
penditures for the year ending December 31, 1947 and a
complete statement of the financial condition of the town
as of December 31, 1947, as determined by the audit '^f
Sanford G. York, public accountant.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing








Interest and Dividends Tax $5,000.00 $5,817.94 $5,000.00
Railroad Tax 1,000.00 1,154.86 1,000.00
Savings Bank Tax 400,00 474.93 400.00





Bus. Licenses and Permits 3,000.00 4,666.00 4,000.00
Fines and Forfeits,
Mun. Court 2,000.00 4,552.70 3,000.00
Int. Received on Taxes 268.68 200.00
Miscellaneous 516.93
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 4,000.00 6,940.16 5,000.00
Land Rents 9,000.00 10,408.75 10,000.00
Comfort Station 2,500.00 2,798.92 2,500.00
Parking Space 3,000.00 5,724.00 4,000.00
Dog Taxes 494.00
CASH SURPLUS 6,000.00 13,000.00
FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES:
Poll Taxes—Reg. @ $2 1,700.00 1,554.00 1,500.00
Nat. Bank Stock Taxes 100.00 157.00 100.00
Total Revenues from all Sources
Expect Property Taxes 37,700.00 49,937.72 49,700.00
Amt. to be Raised by Property @ $34.50
Taxes 209,560.00 258,805.00 247,365.00
Total Revenues $247,260.00 $308,742.72 $297,065.00
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HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Year January 1, 1948 to December 31, 1948 Compared with




Town Officers' Sal. & Exp.
Election and Reg.
Mun. Court Exp.








































































Taxes Bought by Town
UNCLASSIFIED:
Abatements
Damages and Legal Exp.
Advertising and Reg. Ass'n.
INTEREST
Dog Taxes Pd. to School
On Temporary Loans and
on Bonded Debt
Outlay for New Construction and
Permanent Improvement
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
State Aid Construction —
Town's Share 444.99 444.99 446.39
Sewer Survey 4,125.00
Sidewalk Construction 184.97 500.00






Bonds 5,500.00 5,500.00 5,500.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS:
County Taxes 27,409.24 27,409.24 27,409.00

















Total Expenditures $267,031.23 $372,772.62 $296,065.90
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REPORT OF SPECIAL AUDITOR
To the Selectmen and Auditors
of the Town of Hampton, N. H.
Gentlemen
:
I have completed an audit of the Books, Accounts and
Records of the Town for the year ended December 31, 1947
and as a result of the findings, I submit herewith this
report, which sets for the operations for the period under
review, also, a Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1947.
The attached exhibits are as follows :
"A" Balance Sheet as at December 31, 1947.
"B" Summary of Inventory April 1, 1947.
"C" Schedule of Town Property December 31, 1947.
"D" Report of Outstanding- Debt December 31, 1947.
"E" Statement of Receipts and Payments for the Year
ended December 31, 1947.
"F" Detail of Appropriations for the Year Ended December
31, 1947.
"G" Detail Statement of Payments and Summary showing
the Receipts and Payments to be in balance. Decem-
ber 31, 1947. Schedule No. 3 Leavitt Magrath Payrolls.
Schedule No. 7 — Police Dept. Payroll.
Schedule No. 4— Highway Dept. Payrolls.
Schedule No. 5 — Parking Space Payrolls.
Schedule No. 1 — Special Activities Payrolls.
Schedule No. 6 — Comfort Dept. Payrolls.
Schedule No. 2 — Health and Sewer Dept. Payrolls.
ASSETS
The cash in the Treasury, December 31. 1947 ($56,395.22)
was verified by a reconciliation of the Receipts and Dis-
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bursments as- disclosed by the Cash Book with the Deposits
and Withdrawals as listed on the Bank Statements.
The outstanding 1947 Taxes were checked with individual
amounts as entered in the Tax Collector's Commitment
Book and Valuation Book, reflecting a total of unpaid 1947
Property Taxes of ($12,714.07.)
The outstanding Land Rents of ($575.00) were verified
and found to be correct.
LIABILITIES
The Outstanding Bonds aggregating ($33,000.00) were
verified, and found to be correct.
Exhibit "A" — Statement of Decrease of Net Debt, as
follows
:
Net Debt December 31, 1946 $19,578.69
Net Debt December 31, 1947 4,856.21
Decrease of Net Debt, Year Ended
December 31, 1947 $14,722.48
GENERAL REMARKS
The Summary of Inventory April 1, 1947, was examined
with the Individual items as set forth in the Valuation
Book.
In connection with the Exhibits of the Report, a careful
examination was made of the various accounts and in my
opinion, the Statements attached set forth a correct report
of the Operations, for the period under review.
Respectfully submitted,




I hereby certify that I have audited the Books and
Records of the Town of Hampton for the year 1947 and
that the following exhibits and schedules are in accord-
ance with the Books, Records and Accounts of the Town oi










Town of Hampton, N. H. BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash in Hands of Treasurer:
Cash on hand and in Bank $56,395.22








Parks and Playgrounds 1,584.33
Memorial Day 200.00
Total Appropriations Carried to Year 1948 $42,648.93
Net Balance after Paying Appropriations $14,036.29
Land Damage Fund $569.97
Outstanding Tax Sales 466.06
Outstanding 1947 Property Taxes 12,714.07
Outstanding 1944 Poll Taxes 280.00
Outstanding 1945 Poll Taxes 355.00




Net Debt December 31, 1947 4,856.21
Total $33,875.00
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SHEET As At December 31, 1947
LIABILITIES
Dog- Taxes Due School $494.00
1944 Uncollected Special Poll Taxes 168.00
1945 Uncollected Special Poll Taxes 213.00
$875.00
Bonds :
Sewage Disposal Bonds $33,000.00
Total $33,875.00
Net Debt, Dec. 31, 1946 $19,578.69
Net Debt, Dec. 31, 1947 4,856.21
Decrease of Net Debt. 14,722.48
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Exhibit "B'







Total Net Invoice $7,192,525.00
Machinery- $30,405.00




21 Neat Stock 1,250.00
8 Sheep 80.00
3885 Fowls 5,778.00
10 Fur Bearing Animals 150.00
8 Goats 80.00
2 Portable Mills 250.00
38 Boats and Launches 7,350.00
Growing Wood and Lumber 7,695.00
Wood, Lumber etc. 26,345.00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 8,665.00




Town Tax Rate 33.00 per Thousand.
Precinct Tax Rate 5.40 per Thousand.
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$7,192,525.00












Poll Taxes @ $2.00
Bank Stock Taxes





Collector has Paid Town Treasurer:
For County Town and
Precinct Taxes 245,058.39










Total Unpaid 1947 Taxes $12,714.07
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Exhibit "C"
TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, 1947
General Departments:
Town Hall and Buildings $10,000.00
Town Hall Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Library Land and Buildings 10,500.00
Library Furniture and Equipment 500.00
Fire Station and Legion Hall 7,500.00
Comfort Station 15,000.00
Parking Land and Building 17,000.00
Land and Incinerator 2,500.00
DeLancy Field (9 Acres) 1,500.00



















Lots Leased to Hampton Beach
Improvement Co. 10,000.00
Plantation Lots 75,000.00
Plaice Cove Lots 15,000.00








REPORT ON OUTSTANDING DEBT
December 31, 1947
Sewage Disposal Bonds:
1934 Rate Date Amount
Jan.. 1 Bonds 4s Jan. 1, 1949 5,500.00
Jan. 1 Bonds 4s Jan. 1. 1950 5,500.00
Jan. 1 Bonds 4s Jan. 1, 1951 5,500.00
Jan. 1 Bonds 4s Jan. 1, 1952 5,500.00
Jan. 1 Bonds 4s Jan. 1, 1953 5,500.00
Jan. 1 Bonds _ 4s Jan. 1, 1954 5,500.00
Total (Exhibit A) $33,000.00
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Exhibit "E"
Town of Hampton RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS
Taxes :
Current Year Property $244,512.66
Current Year Polls 1,554.00
Previous Year Tax Sales 793.17
Previous Years Taxes 10,222,92
Previous Years Polls 386.00




Licenses and Permits 4,666.00
Fines and Forfeits 4,552.70
Dog Licenses 494.00
1946 Auto Permits 92.76





Interest and Dividend Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Taxes







PAYMENTS For Year Ended December 31, 1947
PAYMENTS
General Government :
Town Officers' Salaries $4,899.27
Town Officers' Expenses 4,110.72
Election and Registration 430.18
Municipal Court 1,322.33
Town Hall 1,879.89
Protection of Persons and Property !
$12,642.39
Police Department 18,999.99
Fire Dept. Maintenance and Sal. 21,977.97
Hydrant Water Service 8,380.00
Dog Expense 60.00































Exhibit "E" — PAYMENTS (Continued)
Other Payments :
Street Lighting 11,678.76
Taxes bought by Town 1,165.84
Dog Taxes Paid School 288.00
Libraries 2,000.00
Old Age Assistance and Town Poor 5,406.64
Memorial Day Celebration 300.00
Parks and Playgrounds 5,256.45
Band 2,500.00


















TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAIL OF APPROPRIATIONS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1947
Town Officers' Salaries and Exp. $9,000.00
Election and Registration 400.00
Municipal Court 1,500.00
















Parking Space Maintenance 1,900.00




Old Age Assistance and Town Poor 5,000.00
Libraries 2,000.00
Memorial Day Celebration 500.00
Cemeteries 2,500.00
Hydrants Service 8,380.00





Damages and Legal Fees 700.00








TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAIL OF PAYMENTS — YEAR 1947
Town Officers' Salaries:
Elroy G. Shaw, Selectman $687.50
George H. Sumner, Selectman 687.50
William Brown, Tax Collector 1,815.00
John W. Creighton, Asst. Clerk 338.02
Chester G. Marston, Treasurer 618.75
William Brown, Clerk, Salary 65.00
H. D. Munsey, Selectman 687.50
Town Officers' Expenses:
Raymond O. Hobbs, Services 7.50
J. C. Emery, Services 2.00
Clifford Eastman, Jr., Services 2.00
Elmer Shaw, Services 2.00
Jon Holman, Services 2.00
Robeit Scruton, Services 2.00
Chailes Chisholm, Services 2.00
John Donahue, Services 2.00
Uri Lamprey, Services 2.00
Mason Carpenter, Services 2.25
Leavitt Magrath, Services 6.75
Percy Annis, Services 46.00
Frank Nay, Services 1.70
John W. A. Green, Services 127.55
John Creighton, Expenses 19.92
William Brown, Fees and Expenses 488.09
Harry D. Munsey, Bill Paid and Expenses 167.35
Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 755.00
Sanford G. York, Services 1,800.00
E. L. Batchelder, Supplies 234.32
Tobey and Merrill, Collector's Bond 100.00
Penniman Agency, T. Clerk's Bond 72.50
Sumner Agency, Ass't. Clerk's Bond 25.00
Fred L. Tower Co., Supplies 8.00
B. T. Janvrin Sons, Supplies 3.20
L. E. Muran Co., Supplies 8.55
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$4,899.27
Wheeler and Clark, Supplies 2.41
E. C. Eastman Co., Supplies " 50.88
State of N. H., Fee .75
N. H. Assessors' Ass'n., Dues 2.00
N. H. Tax Collector's Ass'n., Dues 2.00
N. H. Town Clerk's Ass'n., Dues 2.00
Lamie's Tavern, Lunches 11.00




Robert Brown, Election Officer 12.00
John W. R. Brooks, Election Officer 12.00
Leavitt Magrath, Election Officer 12.00
Elmore Dearborn, Election Officer 12.00
Elroy G. Shaw, Election Officer 12.00
Harry D. Munsey, Election Officer 12.00
Solon Gremmels, Election Officer 12.00
Charles Raymond, Election Officer 12.00
Lawrence Hill, Election Officer 12.00
Charles P. Adams, Election Officer 12.00
Clinton H. Durant, Election Officer 12.00
William Brown, Election Officer 12.00
Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 230.50
Lou's Bakery, Lunches 6.50




Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 54.00
D. J. Casey Paper Co., Supplies 100.06
Turner Seymour Co., Supplies 4.00
Scott Paul, Services , 2.00
John W. Perkins, Salary 600.00
O. Raymond Garland, Salary 550.00








Town Hall and Other Buildings:
F. W. Jewell, Fuel
Edward P. Brown, Ringing Bell
William M. Blake, Painting
Hampton Water Co., Water
Wallace Mullin Services
Scott Paul, Services
H. A. Trofatter, Supplies
A. V. Brown, Supplies
Clinton H. Durant, Supplies
Howard Clock Co., Services
Gerald Smith, Supplies
Picard Furniture Co. Chairs
Elmer King, Services
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., Services
E. and H. Electric Company, Services
William Gilpatrick, Services
H. B. Beede and Son, Services
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies




























Allied N. H. Gas Co., Services
Hampton Water Co., Services
E. and H. Electric Co. Services
Richard Rice, Truck
Homer Johnson, Truck
Hoyt Body Co., Truck
de Rochemont and Barnaby, Supplies
John A. Janvrin, Supplies
General Electric Co., Supplies
White Welding, Supplies
T. O. Moore, Supplies
Graybar Electric Co., Supplies
Seagraves Corp., Supplies
Tobey and Merrill, Insurance
Elmer King, Fuel


















H. J. Lovell Co., Supplies












Police Retirement and Witliholding Taxes:
N. H. Police Ret. Board 40.00



































B. T. Janvrin Sons, Supplies





Damages and Legal Fees:








Belmont Co., Supplies 46.05
Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 27.50
General Electric Co., Repairs and Supplies 146.63
H. B. Beede and Son Supplies 37.90
Fred Harrison, Supplies 74.00
H. A. Trofatter, Supplies 1.35
Dr. Johnson, Services 1.50
Howard Page, Lunches 53.50
Tobey and Merrill, Insurance 64.92
B. L. Batchelder, Wood 71.00
Howe Motor Sales, Supplies 30.95
Hoyt Body Co., Repairs 8.50
Dion Sigh Co., Signs 87.00
J. A. McCarthy Co., Supplies 75.04
Brooks Motor Sales, Automobile 1,023.82
Amer. Radio Co., Supplies 9.36
A. J. Morse, Supplies 18.94
B. T. Janvrin Sons, Supplies 84.45
Ross Garage, Supplies 219.13
John A. Janvrin, Supplies 4.50
N. H. Police Retirement 44.00
Graybar Electric, Supplies 130.19
Ready Service Station, Supplies 44.43
James Bros., Wood 120.00
E. G. Cole, Co., Supplies 10.86
Colt News Store, Supplies 9.78
White Welding, Services ' 7.25
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White Gas Station, Services 9G.87
C. Durant, Wood 50.00
Scotty's Station, Supplies 91.13
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies 41.74
Hampton Center Garage, Supplies and Repairs 446.28
E. and H. Electric Co., Service 298.79
N. E. Tel. and Tel., Services 310.80
Hackett's Garage, Supplies 134.18
Carpenter's Station, Supplies 40.54
R. W. Clark, Labor and Supplies - 9.65
Casino Garage, Supplies 232.38
Standard Sign Co., Sign . 59.25
L. Hill, Bills Paid 52.74
William Brown, Bills Paid 1.75
G. A. Smith, Services 144.00
Jerome Harkness payroll (schedule No. 7) 3,809.09




Eugene Leavitt, Labor on Park 618.00
Charles Raymond, Supplies 4.43
White Gulf, Supplies 21.85
E. G. Cole, Co., Supplies 11.02
Ralph Bragg, Supplies 33.89
White Welding, Supplies 55.11
Scotty's Station, Supplies 45.44
Casino Garage, Supplies 33.09
Hampton Center Garage, Supplies 157.24
Royal Service, Supplies 4.00
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies 38.81
Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 4.00
T. O. Moore, Supplies 60.20
Ross Garage, Supplies 29.20
John A. Janvrin, Supplies 7.33
John B. Kimball, Supplies 15.00
Dorothy Lindsey, Nurse 42.00
Ruby Patterson, Nurse 55.25
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3) 375.30
Sumner Agency, Insurance 63.77
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18,999.99
Fred Towle, Services 11.70
Hoyt Body Co., Services .3.00
Robert Brown, Services 3.00
Walter Drysdale, Services 24.40
Hampton Water Co., Services 116.00
Joseph Pierce, Services ' 30.40
Amos Guyon, Services 678.90
E. L. Pierce, Removing Garbage 3,715.87
Lester Tuttle, Care of Dump 1,182.85
Ralph Osgood, Payroll (Schedule No. 2) 2,157.50
Elmer King, Payroll and Men 4,329.10
Carpenter Esso Station 15.42
Elmer Sargent, Services • 30.00
Appropriation 14,400.00
Unexpended 426.93
Brooks Motor Sales 2,338.06
1946 Truck Appropriation 1,855.00
Overdrawn 483.06
Sewer Maintenance:
White Welding, Supplies 71.25
C. B. Bailey, M. D., Services 7.00
Penniman Agency, Insurance 184.50
C. R. Swaney Co., Supplies 238.05
H. B. Beede and Son, Supplies 191.53
Hampton Center Garage, Supplies 22.40
Alfred Davisto, Supplies 15.10
Charles Raymond, Services 32.80
Chandler and Farguhar, Supplies 51.20
Garlock Packing Co., Supplies 16.73
E. G. Cole Co., Supplies 6.26
Scotty's Station, Supplies 7.93
Rockingham County Farm, Services 125.50
Homelite Corp., Supplies 100.80
Ralph Osgood, Payroll (Schedule No. 2) 839.40
William Brown, Bills Paid 2.98
E. S. Batchelder, Supplies 62.40




White Gulf, Supplies 15.02
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies 76.30
Carpenter's Station, Supplies 36.53
Leavitt Magrath, Payrolls (Schedule No. 3) 810.20
T. O. Moore, Supplies 11.20
Pacific Flush Tank Co., Supplies 2.75
Wallace Tiernan, Supplies 33.30
Turner Seymour, Supplies 3.91
Harry E. Carter, Supplies 47.50
Howe Motor Sales, Supplies 48.39
Ripley and Son, Supplies 30.20
Hampton Water Co., Water 154.80
Fred Harrison, Services 147.25
Elmer Sargent, Services 87.00
Parker Banner, Supplies 15.30
C. R. Swain, Supplies 16.98
John A. Janvrin, Supplies 73.77
Ross Garage, Supplies 11.41
E. and H. Electric Co., Service 1,572.33
F. W. Jewell, Fuel 175.87
Matherson Corp., Supplies 1,406.73
Leavitt Magrath, Services 1,795.60









E. W. Systrom Co., Supplies
Howe Motor Sales, Supplies
Ross Garage, Supplies




Town Craft Shop, Supplies
Dyar Sales, Supplies
H. B. Beede and Son, Supplies
E. G. Cole, Co., Supplies
















John A. Janvrin, Supplies
Reddy's Station, Supplies
Carpenter's Station, Supplies
General Mills Co., Supplies
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., Supplies
John Connare, Supplies
B. T. Janvrin Son, Supplies
B. C. Hazelton Co., Supplies
William Brown, Bill Paid





Trimount Bit. Co., Supplies
















































Lawrence Hill, Bills Paid 31.50
H. A. Trofatter. Labor and Supplies 58.93
A. J. Morse, Labor and Supplies 46.69
E. and H. Electric Co., Services and Supplies 178.78




Spaulding Moss Co., Printing 95.90
Hampton Publishing Co., Printing 166.50
G. H. Perkins, Services 304.00




Bernice G. Palmer, Treasurer 2,000.00
Appropriation 2,000.00
Old Age Assistance:
State of New Hampshire 4,375.29
Town Poor:







Rockingham Hospital, Board and Care 283.00
A. and P. Store, Supplies 120.00
Dunny's Market, Supplies 42.00
Fearer's Shoe Store, Supplies 4.85




S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies 146.68
Young Hardware Co., Supplies 10.00
T. O. Moore, Supplies 19.00
White Welding, Supplies 58.16
H. B. Beede and Son, Supplies 6.00
John P. Kimball, Supplies 16.40
Lawrence Hill, Bills Paid 9.36
Dion Sign Shop, Signs 128.52
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3) 428.70
Earl Tuttle, Services 441.60
Walter M. Brown, Services 37.60
William C. Riley, Service 413.60
Richard E. Dearborn, Services 467.20
Francis Hoyt, Services 50.40
Walter Harlan, Services 84.80
Kenneth Kerwin, Services 264.80
Frank Moody, Jr., Services 342.40
Clinton Harrison, Services 380.00
Roman Aquizap, Services 342.40
Paul O'Donnell, Services 300.00
George O'Brien, Services 419.20
Robert Sullivan, Services 384.00
Jerome Harkness, Payroll (Schedule No. 1) 10.50
Elmer King, Services 2,080.20
John Malek, Payroll (Schedule No. 1) 2,623.05








Charles Raymond, Supplies 13.50
Power Lawn Mower, Repairs 289.96
Merchandise Market, Supplies 16.00
E. G. Cole, Co., Supplies 6.34
Dennis Driscoll, Tennis Court 1,197.70
H. A. Trofatter, Labor and Supplies 152.92
William Elliot, Supplies 35.00
Tobey Drug, Supplies 2.57
R. D. McDonough, Supplies 72.45
F. W. Jewell, Supplies 17.50
John Rowe, Supplies 32.20
White Welding, Supplies 4.00
Young Hardware, Supplies 13.50
Cherry Hill Nursery, Shrubs for Monument 200.00
Royal Service Station, Supplies 2.20
Carpenter Station, Supplies 12.98
B. T. Janvrin Sons, Supplies 24.20
White Gulf Station, Supplies 3.25
Brown and Son, Sign 40.00
Dion Sign Shop, Sign 9.00
John P. Kimball, Supplies 8.09
John A. Janvrin, Supplies 8.20
Charles Law, Services 5.00
Elmer King, Services 94.05
G. A. Smith, Services 25.00
Clinton Durant, Services 48.60
Wallace Mullin, Services 4.50
Lewis P. Clark, Services 12.60
Fred Towle, Services 470.10
Robert Brown, Services 1,293.71
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3) 77.70
H. B. Beede and Son, Services 76.43
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies 21.62
E. and H. Electric Co., Service 30.40
Hampton Water Co., Service 5.20
Mitchell's Express, Service 5.15
Homer Johnson, Payroll (Schedule No. 4) 90.00
William Gilpatrick, Service 8.00
Weston Root, Service 300.00
E. M. Leavitt, Service 526.83
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5,256.45
Bal. 1946 Appropriation 2,840.78
1947 Appropriation 4,000.00
Unexpended 1,584.33
Taxes Bought by Town:
William Brown, Collector 1,165.84
Comfort Station:
Dr. C. B. Bailey, Services
H. B. Beede and Son, Services
Lawrence Hill, Bills Paid
Nik-O-Lox, Lock Service
George B. Robbins, Supplies
Manchester Paper Co., Supplies
Edmund Little Co., Supplies
West Disinfectant Co., Supplies
Carpenter Station, Supplies
S. A. Dow and Son, Supplies
Donovan and Fallon, Supplies
Wigwam Toy Co., Supplies
W. A. Stackpole, Co., Supplies
Stone and Forsytb, Supplies
Mitchell's Express, Supplies
Hampton Water Co., Service
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3)
Jerome Harkness (Schedule No. 6)
John Malek, (Schedule No. 6)








































M. A. Wagner 18.70
Sidewallc Construction:
Homer John, Payroll (Schedule No. 4) 81.60
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3) 23.70
Elmer King, Services 74.90
Hampton Center Garage, Supplies 4.77
Bal. 1946 Appropriation 500.00
Unexpended 315.03
Sewer Construction:
Homer Johnson, Payroll 404.20
Hampton Center Garage, Supplies 28.05
Homelite Co., Supplies 70.22
Scotty's Station, Supplies 4.75
John A. Janvrin, Supplies 5.76
Harry E. Carter, Services 25.90
Ross Garage, Supplies 12.73
Howe Motor Sales, Supplies 1.97
Casino Garage, Supplies 57.67
B. T. Janvrin Sons., Supplies 1,268.33
George D. Pace, Digging 412.50
John W. Durgin, Engineer 105.00
Elmer King, Services 976.45
Leavitt Magrath, Payroll (Schedule No. 3) 1,382.95












Rockingham National Bank, Note 75,000.00
75,000.00
County Taxes:




Wilbur E. Lamb, Treasurer 19,000.00
19,000.00




Chester G. Marston, Appropriation 75,257.00
William Brown, Vital Statistics 42.25
Hampton Publishing Co., Supplies 8.00
75,307.25











Cash on Hand, Dec. 31, 1946 47,617.79





Bert Morse, Services 158.55
Fred Pillsbury, Services 10.00
Joseph O'Connor, Services 10.00
William Shubert, Services 10.00
Ernest Rainey, Services 400.00 .
Robert Carr, Services . 100.00
William Lowe, Services 370.00
David Dobson, Services 330.00
Ray Mclnnis, Services 20.00
Frederick Winn, Services 400.00
Samuel Hoyt, Services 350.00
John Churchill, Services 365.00
John Preston, Services 110.00
Total (Exhibit "G") 2,G33.56
SCHEDULE NO. 2
HEALTH DEPAftTMENT & SEWER MAINTENANCE PAYROLL
Ralph Osgood, Services 1,267.10
Stanley Strout, Services 1,161.00
Charles F. Kierstead, Services 568.80
Total 2,996.90
Health Department (Exhibit G) 2,157.50



























































































Johnson, H. A. g3Y 3g
Johnson, H., Jr. 40 79
Johnson, B. 32 43









Lessard, V. 9 24
Little, William Sr. ' 15.75
Little, William, Jr. 231.77
Locke, E. 459 88
Maloney, R. 32.25
Mace, R. 15 75
Moore, G. 49.13
Mcllveen, R. ^ 20.46
Mcllveen, C. 1 98




Palmer, R. H 26
Palmer, F. 53I 57
Palmer, William 24.00
Quinn, R. * 4 13














Landers and Griffin 72.00
Maker, C. 24.80
Weeks, H., Jr. 203.35
Leavitt, E. M. 1,491.64
Holman, M. X538.56
Johnson, H. A." 4,147.69
Supplies and Repairs:
Berry, Roscoe 50.23
Carpenter's Esso Station 8.25
deRochemont and Barnaby 46.75
Janvrin, B. T. and Sons 25.86
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White's Welding









































Webster Van Home 61.20
Arlene Marston 154.80





John B. Marston, Jr. 10.00
Floyd I. Gale 62.00
Jerome Harkness and Bills Paid 1,167.29
Charles Osgood 12.50




Ed Towne 2,452.00 ,
Leavitt Magrath 446.70
William Corriveau 66.00























Total (Exhibit G) 14,537.14
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TRUST FUND
The various Funds are invested as follows
:
The five Poor Funds and the Currier Library-
Fund are deposited in the Mechanics Savings
Bank of Manchester, N. H $5,780.75
The Cemetery Funds are deposited in the
Amoskeag Savings Bank of Manchester, N. H 4,450.00
The Mrs. Lydia A. Lane Library Fund is in-
vested in the Hampton Co-operative Building
and Loan Association 500.00
The Miss Ida M. Lane Library Fund is in-
vested in the Hampton Co-operative Building
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TOWN OF HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
For the Year Ended December 31, 1947
Balance in Treasury, December 31, 1946 $48,362.39
RECEIPTS
Taxes and Tax Sales:
Current Year $246,322.39
Previous Years 11,402.09
Bank Stock Taxes 157.00
$257,881.48
Other Current Receipts :
Licenses and Permits 4,666.00













Less Selectmen's Orders 373,075.37
Treasurer's Balance December 31, 1947 $56,395.22




Report of Money Received and Expended from
January 1947 to January 1948
Amount on Hand
Membership Dues
Rent of Tuck House











Amount in Savings Account
Amount in Checking Account
$3,786.32
Amount on hand $3,786.32
EXPENDITURES
Hampton Water Works Co. $2.40
Willard Emery 5.00
Hampton Water Works Co. 2.40
Hampton Water Works Co. 14.00
William Brown, Taxes 49.50
Hampton Water Works Co. .40
Helen C. Hagar 7.00
F. Wilbur Jewell 4.00













Cases By Town Officers
Drunkeness 196
Unreasonable speed 52
Driving Under Influence 33
No license 24
Driving to endanger 16
Disturbing peace and disorderly conduct 13
Discharging fire crackers _ 11
Stop light violations 10
Operating on side walk 7
Failure to keep to right 6




Entering closed woodlands 2
Improper registration 2
Lascivious behavior 2
Allowing unlicensed person to operate 2
Failure to stop for officer 1
Obstructing officer 1




Statement for Year Ending Dec. 31, 1947





Town of Hampton 4,472.47
Bail Returned 120.00
Fish and Game 349.80
G. R. Scammon 25.00
W tnesses and Expense 32.82
$10,370.08





Balance on hand December 31, 1946 $5,375.63
Annual Care of Lots 196.75
Making over Lots 90.00
Foundation Work 84.77
Interest 553.02












*Balance on Hand December 31, 1947 3,635.94
$10,093.28
Total amount of invested funds $21,320.00
Mrs. Horace Wilson 40.00
Eugene F. Moaratty 200.CO
Dorothy D. Nickerson lOO.-JO
Mrs. L. E. Kelty 100.00
John W. Mason 100.00
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Helen Yeaton 100.00
Austin F. Brown 200.00
Mrs. Horace Wilson 10.00
Mrs. John B. Beaupre 50.00
Mrs. Herbert L. Elmer 100.00
Mrs. Victor Grandmaison 200.00
Mrs. Julian I. Marks 100.00
$22,620.00
*$1, 103.00 of cash on hand has been carried







Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1947 $567.88
Received from Town 2,000.00
Currier Fund 50.30
Lydia A. Lane Fund 16.60
Ida ^I. Lane Fund 16.60
EXPENDITURES
Margaret S. Noyes, Librarian $660.00
Walter S. Noyes, Janitor 72.50
Bernice G. Palmer, Treasurer 50.00
Books purchased 926.64
Periodicals 176.35
Exeter and Hampton Electric Co. 49.95
F. Wilbur Jewell, fuel oil 102.80
Binding papers and magazines 8.15
N. H. Library Association, dues 3.00
Hampton Water Works 12.00
William Gilpatrick, shrubbery care 3.50
Walter S. Noyes. labor on lawn 4§.75
Sumner Insurance Agencv 52.50
$2,651.38
$2,166.14





I hereby submit the following report of Hampton rnl)Ii(
Library ironi January 1, 1947 to December 31, 1947.












Books and Magazine Circulation 17,218
A valuable and useful addition to the Reference Library
is the 15 volume set of the latest edition of Compton's Pic-
tured Encyclopedia. I A\"ould also mention the gift by Mr.
James Tucker cif two volumes of "American Jews in World
War II'" b}' Kaufman and the presentation of a copy of
Farrington's 'Railroading from the Rear End" b}^ the Bos-
ton and Maine Railroad.
Book AA'eek was observed November 16-22 with an ex-
hibit of children's books, which were later put into circula-
tion. The theme for this year's posfef was "Books for the
World of Tomorrow." The poster was designed by the not-
ed illusterators of children's books, Ingri and Edgar Parin
D'Aulaire.







ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
MEMBERSHIP OF THE DEPARTMENT
1 Chief Engineer Permanent






Loss by fire for the year 1947 $2,848.40
Fuel Consumption
:
Gasoline used 1,131 gallons. Oil (Lubricating) 55 gal-
lons. Coal burned 12 tons. Oil burned 5,340 gallons. 60
gallons Range Oil.
OPERATION OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
FOR YEAR 1947
Number of Alarms Telephone alarms 85
for year 178 Box alarms 65
Aid furnished sur- Reported alarms 23
rounding towns 17 Open circuits 5
ASSIGNMENT OF APPARATUS FOR ALARMS
Engine 2 Answered 62 Ladder 1 Answered 36
Engine 3 Answered 56 Sanford Answered 21
Engine 4 Answered 35 Chief's car 178
EQUIPMENT USED
2i Hose laid 12.750 Ft. Engine lines laid 10
2i Hose laid 12,750 Ft. Hydrant Lines laid 2
Booster Hose 22,700 Fr. Hours of Pumping 63











Wires Down in Street
Woods Fire
Rubbish
Accidents & First Aid








13 Broken Gas Main
9 Child Lost











Out of Town 17
Faulty Wiring 17
Burning in Open 14
Soot in Flue 13
Oil Burners 9
False 8
Wires Down in Street 8
Children with Matches 6
Accidents and First Aid 5
Incinerator 4
Cat in Tree or Pole 3
Fault}^ Flue Pipes 3
Water Hammer 3






Flares Burning in St.
Grease
Heating Wax on Stove
Leaking Gasoline
Leaky Refrigeration






FIRES AND ALARMS AS IHEY OCCURRED
DURING THE YEAR 1947
. Jan. 1, 1 :05 P. M. Box 76, Lafayette Road, Water Ham-
mer Bradford Shoe. Caused by Water Hammer.
Jan. 5, 4 :40 P. M. Tel. Winn. Rd., Cat in tree at Charles
Leavitt. Chased by Dog.
Jan. 6, 4:00 P. M. Tel. C St. Cat removed from pole on C
St. Chased by Dog.
Jan. 6, 5:10 P. M. Tel. Reported Flares over Ocean by
Mrs. James Tucker. Cause unknown.
Jan. 8, 8:45 P. M. Tel. Town Square. Truck Fire. Dear-
born's- Express, Exeter. N. H, Caused by Short Circuit.
Jan. 10, 11 :02 A. M. Tel. Aid to Seabrook, N. H.
Jan. 14, 4:50 P. M. Tel. High St. Oil burner Francis La-
Vertue. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Jan. 20, 12:19 A. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
Jan. 20, 11 :25 A. M. Tel. Norton Rd. Oil burner William
White, Norton road. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Jan. 20, 1 :50 P. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
Jan. 28, 4:32 P. M. Box 78 Town Square. Automobile
Fire Everett L. French, Salisbury, Mass., caused by short
circuit.
Jan. 30, 8 :44 A. ^I. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
Feb. 7, 9:45 A. M. Tel. 16th Street. Automobile fire. David
Colts. Caused b}' cigarette.
Feb. 11, 1 :35 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Dump fire, Town
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Feb. 12, 7:38 P. M. Reported Lafayette Road Grass Fire.
Ross Palmer, caused set by train.
Feb. 13, 3:25 P. M. Tel. Winnacunnet road, grass fire
Arthur Lampreys. Caused set by small children.
Feb. 21, 8:52 P. M. Box 63. Winnacunnet road. Gasoline
Pump, Homer Johnson. Caused by short circuit.
Feb. 28, 6:19 A. M. Tel. Whittiers Corner. Oil burner Mr.
Jerry O'Brien. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Mar. 10, 5 :49 A. M. Tel. Mill road. Chimney fire. Mar-
.shall Holman. Caused by soot in flue.
Mar. 10, 6:21 A. M. Tel. Park avenue. Building Fire
AValter Brown. Caused by cardboard around furnace.
Mar. 14, 2:51 P. M. Tel. Ocean ave., Wire down. Exeter
and Hampton electric Co. Caused broken wire.
Mar. 17, 2:00 P. M. Tel. O street. Cat on pole. Cause I,
chased by dog.
Mar. 22, 1 :53 P. M. Tel. Locke Rd. Grass fire. John Kim-
ball's. Caused by Boy smoking cigarette.
Mar. 25, 2:58 P. M. Tel. 15th street. Rubbish Fire. Caused
by burning in the open.
Mar. 25, 3:10 P. M. Tel. Winn. road. Smoke in house,
Ivory Flanders. Caused by Faulty Flue Pipe.
Mar. 25, 3 :56 P. M. Tel. R street. Wires down New Eng-
land Telephone. Caused by Steam Shovel.
Mar. 25, 7:34 P. M. Tel. High street. Chimney Fire Mrs.
Herbert Perkins. Caused by Soot in flue.
Mar. 25, 8:55 P. M. Tel. Aid to Seabrook, N. PL
Mar. 25. 9:00 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Dump Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Mar. 26, 4:01 P. M. Open Circuit Brier road. Broken
pole. Hampton Exeter Electric Co. Caused by Truck.
Mar. 27, 2:30 P. M. Open Circuit Winn. road. Caused by
Short circuit in high tension lines.
Mar. 27, 3 :20 P. M. Tel. Island Path. Dump Fire. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Mar. 27, 4:42 P. M. Tel. Park avenue. Grass fire John
Tolmans. Caused set by children.
Mar. 31, 10:40 A. M. Tel. Guinea road. Grass fire. SinvMi
Brown. Caused by cigarette.
April 2, 6:46 P. M., Box 78 High street. Chimney Fire
Elmore Dearborn. Caused by soot in flue.
April 4, 3 :38 P. M. Box 86 Exeter road. Grass fire. Car
Barns. Caused by cig-arette.
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April 6, 3:40 P. M. Tel. Ann's Lane. Grass fire Melvin
Odiorne. Caused by burning in open.
April 8, 4:15 P. M. Reported Lafayette road Dump, Town
of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
April 10, 12:12 P. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
April 10, 4:53 P. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
April 10, 7 :45. Box 36 Winn. road. Grass Loyd Ring.
Caused by burning in the open.
April 11, 3 :08 P. M. Reported Island Path Dump Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
April 11, 3:55 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road dump Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
April 11, 7:20 P. M. Tel. Taylor River Bridge Gasoline in
Street. Caused by Automobile Accident.
April 12, 4:11 P. M. Tel. Winn. Rd. Grass fire Harrison
Kee's. Caused by burning.
April 13, 10:16 A. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
April 18, 4:30 P. M. Box 64 Park Ave., Grass Fire Mrs.
Bessie Hoyts. Caused by Burning incinerator.
April 18, 5 :50 P. M. Tel. Church St. Automobile. James
Tucker, Sr., Caused by faulty wiring.
April 19, 1 :38 P. M. Tel. Aid to Salisbury Beach, Mass.
April 19, 4:07 P. M. Tel. Francis street Grass Samuel
Stott. Caused by burning.
April 21, 12:00 P. M. Tel. Mill road. Building Fire Walter
Sturgis. Caused by cigar.
April 24, 1 :45 P. M. Tel. Aid to Hampton Falls, N. H.
April 24, 5:15 P. M. Reported 101 Ocean Ave. Boy lost,
Arthur Roy.
April 25, 3:09 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Automobile
Stephen A. Burtt. Caused by cigarette.
April 29, 11 :50 P. M. Reported L St. Building fire Flor-
ence D. Haley. Caused by defective chimney.
May 5, 2:02 A. M. Tel. Mace road. Chimney fire. Oscar
Carlson. Caused by soot in flue.
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May 9, 9:45 A. M. Tel. Locke road. Chimney Sadie Lam-
prey. Caused by soot in flue.
May 10, 7:00 A. M. Reported Dover avenue, Building.
Improper Chimney.
May 10, 7:00 A. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Chimney fire.
Chris. Toppans. Caused by soot in flue.
May 11, 6:32 P. M. Box 28 Ocean avenue. Building fire.
Wallace S. Hall. Caused by burning incinerator.
May 11, 6:32 P. M. Tel. Ocean avenue,
May 12, 12:07 P. M. Tel. Guinea Rd. Woods fire Jake
Purrington. Caused by children.
May 12, 1:09 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Grass Frank
Dios, Caused by burning incinerator.
May 12, 3 :50 P. M. Tel. Aid to Seabrook, N. H.
May 13, 9:00 P. M. Tel. J street. False alarm.
May 14, 1:40 P. M. Tel. Whittiers Corner Grass fire
Oscar Stillings caused by burning.
May 17, 11 :14 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge Fire. State
of N. H. Caused by cigarette.
May 18, 8:15 P. M. Tel. Exeter road. Brush Oscar Batch-
elder caused by boys.
May 23, 10:04 P. M. Box 95 Town hall. False alarm.
May 24, 1 :25 A. M. Box 95 Town hall. False alarm.
May 24, 2:27 P. M. Tel. Ross. Ave. Grass Joseph McNa-
mara. Caused by burning in open.
May 26, 12:25 A. M. Tel. Mile bridge. Broken Gas Main.
Caused by automobile.
May 27, 6:24 P. M. Reported Lafayette Rd. Dump Town
Hampton. Caused by Burning Dump.
May 27, 6:25 P. M. Reported Perkins avenue building
fire. Joseph Trancover. Caused by cigarette.
May 30, 6:58 P. M. Box 55 Plaice Cove Building fire.
Walter Davis. Caused by burning paint with blow torch.
May 31, 11:40 A. M. Box 23 Marsh avenue and blvd.
Building fire. Ludgeir PouHot. Caused by dishwashing
machine.
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May 31, 2:13 P. M. Box 45 Kings Highway grass. Owner
unknown. Set by children.
May 31, 6:12 P. M. Tel. Church street. Oil burner. Mrs.
Mary O. Gilbert. Caused by flooded oil burner.
June 1, 11 :24 A. M. Box 312 Mile Bridge. State of New
Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
June 4, 2:20 P. M. Tel. A street. Leaking Ref. Mrs.
Katie M. Harrington.
June 7, 12 :25 P. M. Reported Island Path dump. Town
of Hampton. Cause burning dump,
June 8, 2:11 P. M. Tel. Hig'h street Chimney. Henry
Hobbs. Caused by soot in flue.
June 11, 10:12 P. M. Box 62 Winn. Rd. False alarm.
June 12, 4:18 A. M. Tel. 14th street. Flares burning in
street.
June 12, 5 :26 P. M. Box 76 Lafayette road. Water Ham-
mer Bradford Shoe. Caused by Automatic.
June 16, 8:44 A. M. Tel. 15th street Kings highway. Grass
owner unknoAvn. Caused by cigarette.
June 17, 3 :01 P. M. Box 312 Mile Bridge. State of Ncav
Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
June 18, 7 :01 P. M., Reported Ocean boulevard. Rubbish
Oswald Swanson. Caused burning without permit.
June 19, 7:30 P. M. Reported Marsh Ave. Blvd. Awning.
James Foley. Caused by spot light.
June 22, 1 :14 P. M. Box 23, Marsh Ave. and blvd. Auto-
mobile John Elden caused by short circuit.
June 29, 5:47 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. State of New
Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
July 1, 12:00 M. Box 269 Little River road dump. Eugene
Leavitt. Cause : set by children.
July 1, 9:14 P. M. Tel. Ocean boulevard Hampton Beach
Chamber Commerce. Caused by cigarette,
July 2, 9:38 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge State of New Hamp-
shire. Caused by cigarette.
July 3, 2:53 P. M. Tel. Ocean Blvd. Building Fire Marion
Quinn. Caused by defective stove pipe.
July 3, 7:47 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge State of New Hamp-
shire caused by cigarette.
July 3, 11:02 P. M. Tel. Ocean Blvd. Electric Motor.
Hampton Casino Asso. Caused by short circuit.
July 4, 5:18 P. M. Box 21 Nudd avenue. Grass. Owner
unknown. Caused by children playing with matches.
July 4, 9:35 P. M. Tel. Woodland road. Brush fire. Lester
Blake's. Caused by campers.
July 5, 3 :57 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of New
Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
July 8, 1 :29 P. M. Box 4 Dover and River avenue. Elec-
tric light pole Exeter and Hampton Electric Co. Caused
by short circuit.
July 10, 2:48 P. M. Tel. Winn. Rd. Grass. Owner un-
known. Caused by cigarette.
July 16, 11:25 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of
New Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
July 20, 5:32 P. M. Tel. Lafayette Road. Automobile.
Michael B. Sharp. Caused by cigarette.
July 25, 6:57 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of
New Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
July 26, 11 :21 P. M. Box 171. B street. Bedding fire. John
Digono. Caused by cigarette.
July 27, 9:26 A. M. Tel. Golden Ave. Automobile. Her-
bert Young. Caused by cigarette.
July 27, 9:52 A. M. Tel. Ocean Blvd. Automobile. Wil-
liam Barrett. Caused by faulty wiring.
July 27, 7:13 P. M. Tel. Ocean Blvd. Grass side of road.
Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 1, 3 :35 A. M. Open Circuit caused by broken wire.
Aug. 2, 8:32 A. M. Tel. Ocean avenue. Grease Fairviev/
tea room. Caused by overheated stove.
Aug. 2, 10:40 P. M. Tel. Ocean blvd. Lost Ring Under
board walk.
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Aug. 2, 10:50 P. M. Tel. Ocean blvd. Building Louis B.
Winkler. Caused by hot water heater.
Aug. 7, 5 :20 P. M. Box 84 Winnacunnet road. Automatic
Tripped caused by men coaling school house.
Aug. 13, 3:45 P. M. Tel. B. St. Automobile. Caused by
cigarette.
Aug. 16, 4:15 P. M. Tel. O street and Marsh avenue. Wire
down. Caused by derrick.
Aug. 20, 10:06 P. M. Box 269. Bear Swamp Rd. False
Alarm.
Aug. 23, 5:35 P. M. Tel. Island Path Dump. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Aug. 24, 1 :25 A. M. Box 312. Mile Bridge. Bridge State
of New Hafnpshire. Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 24, 5 :12 P. M. Reported Island Path Dump. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Aug. 25, 3:05 P. M. Reported Marsh Ave. Automobile.
Francis Cahoon. Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 27, 6:25 P. M. Reported Winnacunnet Road. Auto-
mobile Harold Towles. Caused by short circuit.
Aug. 28, 8:10 A. M. Reported F. St. First Aid.
Aug. 28, 5 :48 P. M. Box 51 Ocean avenue. Automobile.
L. E. Mahoney. Caused by short circuit.
Aug. 29, 12:51 A. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of
New Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 30, 4:00 P. M. Tel. Haunted House Corner. Auto-
mobile Accident.
Aug. 30, 10:48 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of
New Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 31, 3:22 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Bridge State of
New Hampshire. Caused by cigarette.
Aug. 31, 6:15 P. M. Box 24 Highland Ave. False Alarm.
Caused by small boy.
Sept. 2, 7:40 A. M. Tel. Winn. Rd. Electric Motor. Mrs.
Morlena D. Church. Caused by stuck motor.
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Sept. 3, 7:15 P. M. Tel. Ocean blvd. Awning Hampton
Beach Chamber Commerce. Caused by electric light bulb.
Sept. 4, 11:25 P. M. Tel. Island Path Dump. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Sept. 9, 7:30 P. M. Box 54 Little River road. Chimney.
William Little. Caused by soot in flue.
Sept. 14, 3:50 P. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Short Circuit in
Underground cable State of New Hampshire. Caused by
Short Circuit,
Sept. 17, 9 :40 P. M. Tel. Ocean avenue. Chimney. Mr.
Ralph Moulton. Caused by soot remover in stove.
Sept. 22, 8:40 A. M. Reported Highland avenue. Gas leak.
Mrs.Xois Hardy. Caused by broken pipe.
Sept. 22, 9:29 P. M. Tel. Dover Ave. Chimney. Mr. Fred
Gagne. Caused by soot in flue.
Sept. 29, 2:04 P. M. Box 73. Lafayette road. Aid to North
Hampton.
Sept. 30, 11:45 P. M. Tel. Mill road. Oil burner. Helen
Galbraith. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Oct. 5, 1 :56 P. M. Box 89. Exeter road. Woods, Mr. Ches-
ter Wellington. Caused by short circuit in truck.
Oct. 5, 10 -.V P. M. Tel. Exeter Rd. Woods fire kindle. Mr.
Chester Wellington. Caused by rekindle.
Oct. 9, 2:45 A. M. Open Circuit. Ocean boulevard. Caused
by broken wire.
Oct. 13, 11:35 A. M. Box 71 Mill road. Chimney. Harold
Blakes. Caused by soot in flue.
Oct. 13, 1:20 P. M. Tel. Mill road. Chimney. Harold
Blake. Caused by soot in flue.
Oct. 14, 5 :27 A. M. Tel. Aid to North Hampton, N. H.
Oct. 14, 2:32 P. M. Reported Lafayette road. Rubbish.
Mr. Harland Little. Caused by burning in open.
Oct. 14, 5 :25 P. M. Tel. Town Square. Women locked out
Cogger apts.
Oct. 15, 3:12 P. M. Tel. Lafayette Road. Dump. Town
of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
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Oct. 16, 3 :45 P. M. Box 179 High street. Water Hammer,
Charles Greenman. Caused by automatic.
Oct. 21. 6:01 P. M., Reported Lafayette Road. Dump.
Town of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 22, 8:00 A. M. Tel. Lafayette Rd. Dump. Town <A
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 22 5 :40 P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Dump. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump,
Oct. 23. 10:15 A. M. Reported Lafayette Road. Dump,
Town of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 23, 10:35 A. M. Box 78. Town Square. Grass. Order
of Odd Fellows. Caused by train.
Oct. 23, 5 :10 P. M. Tel. Aid to Seabrook, N. H.
Oct. 23, 7:54. P. M. Tel. Lafayette road. Dump. Town of
Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 24, 1 :21 A. M. Tel. Aid to Wells Maine.
Oct. 24, 2 :45 A. M. Tel. Aid to Wells Maine.
Oct. 24, 3:25 A. M. Reported Lafayette Road. Dump,
Town of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 25, 10:35 P. M. Tel. Aid to Biddeford, Maine.
Oct. 27, 1 :05 P, M. Reported Lafayette road. Dump. Town
of Hampton. Caused by burning dump.
Oct. 29, 2:47 P. M. Reported Ocean Ave., False alarm.
Oct. 29, 2:49 P. M. Tel. Winn. Road. Chimney Marvin
Young. Caused by soot in flue.
Oct. 29, 5 :30 P. M. Reported Locke road. Building. James
Carroll. Caused by heating wax on stove,
Oct. 30, 10 :30 P. M. Box 94. False Alarm. Caused by boys
in automobile.
Oct. 31, 8:10 A. M. Reported Dover avenue. Wire Down.
Exeter and Hampton Electric Co. Caused by broken service
wire.
Oct. 31, 3 :46 P. M. Box 69 Mill road. Short circuit. Wir-
ing. Clifford Eastman. Caused by short circuit.
Nov, 8, 4:00 P. M. Open circuit on 5 caused by broken
wire.
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Nov. 8, 4 :39 P. M. Reported short circuit on Poles. Caused
by storm.
Nov. 8, 6:27 P. M. Tel. Call for aid to Salisbury Beach.
Nov. 11 9:38 P. M. Tel. High street, Short circuit Eugene
Moaratty. Caused by Service wire.
Nov. 12, 7:58 A. M. Tel. Mile Bridge. Short circuit. State
of Nevv^ Hampshire. Caused by cable.
Nov. 15, 10:55 P. M. Tel. Exeter road. Rubbish. Mr.
Charles Hadley. Caused by burning in the open.
Nov. 19, 5 :55 P. M. Tel. Sapphire avenue. Oil burner.
Ivory Flanders. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Nov. 21, 8:26 P. M. Tel. Winn. Road, Oil burner. Theodore
Scott. Caused by flooded oil burner.
Dec. 6, 5 :34 P. M., Box 17 Ocean avenue. Grease fire.
James Garland by over heated stove.
Dec. 23, 1 :30 A. M. Tel. Ocean Ave.. Oil Burner. John
Moran. Caused by flooded oil burner.




As at December 31, 1947
ASSETS
Cash on hand December 31, 1947 $12,005.83
Due from town for Precinct Taxes 2,500.00
Total $14,505.83
LIABILITIES
Surplus, December 31, 1947 $14,505.83
Total $14,505.83
DETAIL OF APPROPRIATIONS













George Ashworth, Commissioner $150.00
Ernest R. Underwood, Commissioner 150.00
James W. Tucker, Jr., Commissioner 150.00
Wilbur E. Lamb, Treasurer 345.00
Douglass E. Hunter 5.00




















J. G. McCarthy Co.

























S. A. Dow and Sou 67.17
John A. Janvrin 179.89
Pages Market 27.37
B. T. Janvrin Sons Co. 20.04
Colt News Store 10.23
Wh'te Welding- 41.98
J. W. Tucker, Jr. 345.12
Mack Motor Truck 65.06
G. H. Lamont, Convention 50.00
Exeter and Hampton Electric Co. 255.95
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co. 283.33
American La France Co. 19.45
Build.ng Maintenance:
John Sise Co. 131.25
Hampton Water Works Co. 43.55
Allied Gas Co. 70.23
A. G. Robinson 36.00
Quinn Insurance 345.11
State Treasurer 316.88
The Uper Co. 100.43
Richardson Paint Co. 129.96
Eugene Moaratty 315.70
F. Wilbur Jewell 172.18
F.B.Robinson 11.35
Gulf Oil Co. 325.35
Special Activities:




Ashworth Dining Room 175.50




Diamond C. Market 31.00
20th Century Co. 8.40
CLnton H. Durant 27.25
Frances Coleman 51.87
E. G. Cole, Co. 16.50
Armas Guyon 15.51
Ralston Tree Service 200.00
A. Corning- 102.55
B and M Transportation Co. 35.88
Harold Orne 46.00
Chamber of Commerce 646.00
Eastern Neon Sign 110.00
H. P. Hood and Sons 263.00
Colt News Store ' 4.85
Casino Garage 20.32
H. G. Trofatter 179.81
Hampton Publishing Co. 584.46
Exeter and Hampton Electric Co. 56.32
5.293.77
Notes:









John Sise Co. 95.20




Tobey and Merrill 25.00
First National Bank, Interest 30.00
John W. Perkins 50.00
John Sise Co. 224.10
Sanford G. York • 150.00
F. Wilbur Jewell 127.51
Allied Gas Co. 23.74
Eugene Moaratty 108.00
Howard G. Lamie 25.00
Dots Flower Shop 10.00
F. B. Robinson 34.85
Armas Guyon 11.25
Towncraft Shop 1.50




Firemen's Salaries, Appropriation 20,568.00
Precinct Taxes 19,000.00
Town of Hampton Falls 800.00
Total Receipts 40,368.00
Cash on Hand December 31, 1946 11,583.29




OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Moderator
John W. R. Brooks
School Board
Deborah Gale Bryer (Term Expires 1948)
Harold L. Pierson (Term Expires 1949)















To the legal voters of the School District of the Town of
Hampton, N. H.
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Centre School in
said Hampton on the fifth day of March 1948 at 7 :30
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following articles
of business
:
1. To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To elect an Auditor for the ensuing year.
5. To elect one member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
6. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may
be deemed necessary for the support of the schools of the
District for the year beginning July 1, 1948.
7. To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,000. for continuing the installation
of new lighting fixtures in the Centre School.
8. To see if the School District will authorize the School
Board to apply for and accept any offers for funds for
the planning and construction of school buildings, from any
appropriate federal agency.
9. To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,500. for repairing ice damage to
the High School.
10. To pass any other vote or votes which may legally
come before this meeting.
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In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands




School Board of Hampton.





School Board of Hampton.
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HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUDGET 1948 - 1949
High Elem. Total
Sal. Dist. Officers $362.50 $362.50 $725.00
Supt's Salary 600.00 600.00 1,200.00
Truant Off. and Census 45.00 45.00
Exp. of Administration 1,350.00 1,250.00 2,600.00
Teacher Sal. 27,633.00 31,442.00 59,075.00
Teacher Retirement 800.00 800.00 1,600.00
Textbooks 600.00 600.00 1,200.00
Scholar's Supplies 1,200.00 1,200.00 2,400.00
Flags and Appurtenances 10.00 10.00 20.00
Other Exp. of Instr. 300.00 300.00 600.00
Janitors' Salaries 2,225.00 2,425.00 4,650.00
Fuel 1,100.00 1,100.00 2,200.00
Water, Light, Jan. Sup. 1,300.00 700.00 2,000.00
Minor Repairs, Exp. 1,750.00 2,250.00 4,0OO.UO
Health Supervision 100.00 125.00 225.00
Trans, of Pupils 1,000.00 3,385.00 4,385.00
Other Spec. Act. 1,100.00 350.00 1,450.00
Per Capita Tax 834.00 834.00
Ins., Other Fixed Charges 472.41 472.46 944.81
New Equipment 400.00 600.00 1,000.00
Principal of Debt 6,000.00 6,000.00
Interest on Debt 980.00 980.00
Music 225.00 225.00 450.00
Extra Janitor Service 100.00 100.00 200.00





To Be Raised by Taxation $88,180.55
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board of Hampton:
I herewith submit to you my seventeenth report as Sup-
erintendent of your schools. The statistical reports include
copies of those sent to the State Board of Education for
the fiscal year 1946-47, the last completed school year. In
addition, the enrollment of grades as of September 1947 and
the latest school census will be included. The report of the
School Treasurer and the statement of the bond account is
also part of this report.
The current year began Monday, September 8, 1947 with
an initial enrollment of 530 - an increase of fifty-six over the
corresponding figures for the previous year. The new pub-
lic kindergarten accounts for twenty-five of these. The total
registration in the High school 206. Of this number 78 are
pupils from the neighboring towns of North Hampton,
Hampton Falls and Rye for whom tuition is paid by their
respective districts. There are also 19 tuition pupils in the
Centre School from Hampton Falls.
The Hampton schools intend to continually improve their
service to an ever increasing group of the children of the
town. With this purpose in view, and in accord with the
vote of the district meeting a public kindergarten was first
established this year. Since the Centre School is crowded at
present it became necessary to secure a room outside of the
school buildings. With the fine cooperation of the Ameri-
can Legion and its Auxiliary, and with the consent of the
Selectmen, the former Legion hall was made available to
us. This hall has been renovated and adapted to the use of
little children. A small toilet room has been installed, a new
heater purchased and the room redecorated in a light blue
with matching curtains. Little chairs and round tables, to-
gether with equipment recommended for kindergartens are
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furnished. The teacher is a graduate of the Perry Normal
Kindergarten School qualified for New Hampshire certifi-
cation. I believe the parents are uniformly pleased with
this new school.
Numbers of our children, both pupils and graduates, are
employed in stores and hotels during the summer vacation.
A course in salesmanship and public relations is available
through the state area vocational school. I am recommend-
ing that such a course be made a part of the school pro-
gram. This is a short but practical course in which pupils —
or adults — learn the accepted practices in the most ap-
proved stores. Moving pictures, lectures and demonstra-
tions form the major part of the work. It will be offered
during the latter part of the school year and will be open
to adults as well as children. Classes will be held once or
twice a week during the early afternoon and will be under
the supervision of the Area Vocational school officers. Any
business man who would like to have his clerks enroll for
this work should contact the School Office in Hampton.
The Department of Physical Education is now in its sec-
ond year as an integral part of our program. It has estab-
lished the principle that every child from grades one
through 12 shall take part in some form of physical ac-
tivity. The teachers are authority for the fact that their
pupils are more alert in their formal school work as a re-
sult of suitable exercise under a trained instructor. The es-
tablishment of good health is one of the cardinal principles
of education. Hampton, under the leadership of Mr. Peter-
son and Mrs. Blatchford now has a really effective depart-
ment.
The Federal Lunch Program carried on at the Centre
School last year has been expanded to include the High
School. It is of interest to note that the total expenditures
for the service last year were $4,765.56. During the first
four months of the current year, 14,036 meals were served.
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The continued popularity of the service is shown by the in-
crease (month by month) in the number of pupils partici-
pating :
Number of meals served daily average 266.
The program is expensive to equip but OAving- to generous
contributions by the Red Cross and Hampton Parent-
Teacher Association there were no unpaid bills at the end
of the year. The Parent Teacher Association gave checks
for $300. The Red Cross also contributed $200 for equip-
ment. This organization likewise contributes regularly the
cost of meals for eighteen children. In addition an average
of 24 pupils are given free meals in return for assisting with
the serving.
The Hampton Schools are new participants in the visual
education library of the University of New Hampshire. By
this service we are assured of purposeful and educational
films that correlate with the work of the school. The moving
picture projector is now in fact an educational tool.
With the initiative of the Hampton Beach Chamber of
Commerce, the New England Music Festival is to take
place at Hampton Beach in May. While this will necessitate
much work on the part of the Chamber of Commerce and
of the Music Department of the Hampton Schools, we be-
lieve it will give added stimulus to this division of our
school work. We shall need the he^-p and cooperation of
many groups of people in the organization of various com-
mittees which must function smoothly to successfully
serve the six thousand children who will be our guests at
this time.
The increase in number of pupils of the Hampton schools
during the past ten years has been large. The enrollment of
pupils in September, 1937 was 370 while the corresponding
figure for 1947 is 538. During these ten years the increase
in registration of Hampton pupils has been 105 and that in
-•=-<!t
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tuition pupils 63. The increase in enrollment is not tempor-
ary. National surveys show that the birth rate in the United
States increased from 18 per thousand annually, - the pre-
war figure — to 26.2 per thousand in 1947. In Hampton
there is also a continually increasing number of families
realizing the advantages of living in Hampton. This year a
census was taken of all children now living in the town.
These names have been filed in order of their becoming
of school age. The actual numbers of those who will enter
the first grade follows.
Prospective first grade enrollments in Hampton of pre-
school children now living in town.
Sept. 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953
No. of pupils 35 Z7 33 37 45 AX
Since it is reasonable to believe that numbers of families
will move into town during the next few years the
need for additional school room is definite.
Thought must be given now to increasing the school
plant by additions to the Centre or the High school. A sur-
vey of the town should be made to secure an accurate pr•^
view of the district's future population, valuation and rate
of growth. This survey should also include provisions for
any additional services which should be offered to our pup-
ils. While it is expensive to build at this time, prospective
congressional action will probably assist materially in this
work.
Since the cost of education must advance, the legisla-
ture of New Hampshire felt that the increased cost must
come from a larger unit than the individual town. For this
reason the new education bill allotted two million dollars to
the schools, this money to be used to help meet the in-
creased funds needed. Hampton, for the first time benefited
from State Aid. A check for $5,203.26 has been received by
the school treasurer. This money has been applied to the
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cost of establishing the new public kindergarten as well is
helping in the guidance work.
A course in automobile driving is now available to the
pupils in the public schools of New Hampshire. It is given
under the supervision of the State Board of Education with
a dual control car contributed by an automobile company.
Living-, as we do, on Route One, it would seem that we
should offer such a course to the pupils of Hampton. The
expense of the instructor, and the operation and mainten-
ance of the car must be met by the school district. The val-
ues received, it seems to me, are well worth the expense.
Realizing that the lighting in the Centre School is unsat-
isfactory, the district meeting of 1947 voted one thousand
dollars to begin the installation of an approved lighting sys-
tem. With this appropriation the three poorest Hghted
rooms in the school were equipped with Curtis 60-40 fluor-
escent lighting, after surveys made by experts from the
General Electric Company. In accordance with their recom-
mendation, eight double bulb fixtures were placed in each
room. As a result of these installations the lighting of each
desk was increased from three to five times. The other
rooms, however, remain below standard. A further appro-
priation should be made in the distict meeting of 1948 to
place the same or similar fixtures in all rooms.
There are eight new teachers on our staff this year.
Miss Marie McGann, a graduate of the Perry Normal
Kindergarten School with one year's experience in the field
is in charge of the Kindergarten. Miss Jean Ashton, a grad-
uate of the University of New Hampshire comes to us as
teacher of English and Latin at the Academy. Mrs. Earl
Blatchford is instructor in Physical Education for girls and
coach of girls athletics. Mrs. Blatchford graduated from
Hampton Academy and from New Hampshire University.
She held a like position in Connecticut, last year.
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Mrs. Doris Swift, a graduate of our state university, with
teaching- experience in Durham is director of Home Econ-
omics. Mrs. Janice Wholey returns to us as Art teacher in
the Centre and High Schools.
Mr. Walter Brown, a Hampton-Academy graduate, comes
to Hampton after war service. He graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire. He is teaching Social Studies and
coaching baseball as well as assisting in football and bas-
ketball.
Mrs. Agnes Wormwood is teacher of the fifth grade. She
comes to Hampton after several years successful teaching
in Berlin, New Hampshire.
A new position has been opened in Hampton by combin-
ing the ofifice of principal of the Centre School with the nCAv
service of Guidance. Mr. M. Wayne Bowie, a graduate of
Gorham Teachers College and of the University of New
Hampshire with the M. Ed. degree, is employed for this
work.
By the employment of a Guidance Director, Hampton is
one of the first in the state to give such service to its pup-
ils. One result will be a reduction in the number of pupils
failing and a more careful adjustment of the program to
the individuality of the pupil. Reasons for slow progress
will be sought by means of psychological tests, aptitude ex-
aminations and environmental factors. By means of these
tests and by personal conferences with the pupil, parents
and teachers, a nearer approach to uniforrri progress on the
part of the pupil should be obtained. By utilizing the pup-
il's natural interest and understanding his personality traits
as measured by scientific instruments, greater emphasis
can be placed at the point of need for the individual child.
The Academy Trustees have alwa5's been eager to help
the Hampton schools. As a result of this assistance we have
bleachers in the auditorium, with the trustees paying the
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entire cost — over one thousand dollars. They have also
contributed typewriters. ^ bookkeeping machine, sewing-
machines and much equipment for the mechanic arts de-
partment. As new machines were received — either by
purchase or by contribution of the war-assets administra-
tion, the power line in the building was too weak to carry
the load. The Trustees installed a complete three phase
system thereby allowing full use of all equipment. Hamp-
ton schools are fortunate that the Trustees help out so ef-
fectively.
Although the proportion of our graduates attending
post-secondary institutions is larger than in most schools
there remains a group who enter life activities without fur-
ther preparation. It is the considered opinion of educational
leaders that the average secondary school does not fully
serve this group. Because of this a nation wide study is be-
ing conducted to ascertain the needs of these pupils. As the
schools instruct in vocational work those who will enter
this field and for college work to help those who are later
to enter college, so they should train for active citizenship
those who will not receive the benefits of additional learn-
ing. Hampton Academy must take its place in this endeavor.
It will mean not so much a new course of study as reem-
phasis upon those activities and attitudes which lead to so-
cial and civic responsibility, healthful living as well as oc-
cupational effectiveness. In New Hampshire a committee is
already at work on this problem. As a result of its findings
the schools of the state will join other states in this attempt
to serve more effectively the entire student body.
In-service training of teachers is increasingly important
since education must keep pace with an ever changing
world. The teaching- must continuously be readapted to
new situations. With this objective in view, a work shop for
the teachers of Union 21 was conducted on January 21, 22
and 23. All teachers of the Union met in Hampton to be in-
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structed in the most accepted methods of teaching. The
instructors, were the state supervisors for the State Board
of Education. Since these instructors are leaders in their
special fields, it is the opinion of those in attendance that
much was accomplished by bringing to our teachers the
most approved thought for training youth. Hampton was
fortunate to be one of those chosen to receive this assist-
ance. It is hoped that such workshops for teachers may be
scheduled annually.
The Hampton schools do not intend to be content with
the increased services of the past few years. With a for-
ward looking school board we shall continually improve our
ofTerings. For the guidance and help of this board, I wish
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HAMPTON ACADEMY AND HIGH SCHOOL
Dear Mr. Gillmore :
In this my seventeenth report I will comment on the
things I feel should be brought to your attention.
A number of the situations that confront us are due to
the fact that the size of the school is slowly increasing. Our
total enrollment since we entered the new bulding in 1940
has been 149, 193, 189, 174, 191, 184, 202, and this year 208. I
do not anticipate much change next year. The class which
graduates has 49 members, the largest we have ever had.
The classes are all about the same size. The only increase
we could have is from the new homes appearing in the
community we serve.
As the classes have increased we have had to divide them
into sections. We have also added new department and
courses to meet the needs our pupils more completely,
believing- in the policy of education for all American youth.
So we find ourselves with a faculty of thirteen besides the
headmaster. As headmaster, I have taught the courses
that did not fit into the qualifications of the teachers we
employed. At the same time we have increased our extra-
curricular program until we have a long list of activities
which it is necessary for me to keep in intimate touch with
and often guide along. My activities including guidance,
answering mail, keeping records, procuring supplies, hand-
ling discipline, keeping the register, running the school
banking system, and numerous others. I therefore believe
that the time has come when I should be relieved as a teach-
er and left free to perform the duties of headmaster. I am
therefore recommending a teacher of science be employed.
Many of the schools in this state are introducing a course
in Driver Education. I taught the theoretical part of the
course three years when we were in the old building. As
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outlined by our state department it has now been expanded
to include instruction in a dual control car. I believe the
course is ver}^ valuable and should be included in our work.
With the new teacher, I recommended above I believe it is
possible to rearrange courses so a teacher would be avail-
able. That teacher should be sent to take the teacher train-
ing course which is to be offered by our state department.
We should also tr}^ to find the best way for us to provide a
dual control car. Some communities have purchased a car,
others have hired a teacher's car, or made arrangements
with a dealer to provide a car, or made arrangements with
the American Automobile Association to provide one.
Last year we graduated a class of thirty-eight, six en-
tered college, six go to Business Schools, one Nursing
School, one Art School and one is in the Army. Several are
employed as secretaries and clerks in our local businesses.
Our building is in excellent condition. We appreciate hav-
ing a clean attractive place to do our work. It is certain our
nice building attracts aiid holds many we would not oth-
erwise have.
We also appreciate the starting of the Federal lunch pro-
gram. It was an immediate success. We have from eighty
to one hundred pupils who eat regularly there. Very few
still carry their lunch. While we can get along as it is, it
would be very nice if we could have a temporary partition to
separate the lunch room from the shop and a counter for
serving.
I think it would be interesting to enumerate the list of ac-
tivities that we carry on in a year. There are an average
of thirty-eight classes held each day. Extra curricular ac-
tivities include : Debating, Dramatics, Dances, Student
Council, Assembly Programs, Prize Speaking, Orchestra,
Band, Glee Club, Chorus, Tri-Hi-Y for girls and Hi-Y for
boys. School paper. Senior Yearbook, Parties, Christmas
Baskets, Red Coss Drive, and Physical Education Program.
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The athletics include: Football, Basketball, Baseball and
Track for boys and Field Hockey, Basketball and Softball,
for girls.
I have introduced a school banking system with a set of
books. Each activity that involves money has an account.
Thus we have a check on where the money is for all activi-
ties, and can balance the accounts from time to time. The
school balance runs from $1,500 to $3,000 so you can see
why I feel it is important. The money is deposited at the
Hampton Co-operative Building Loan Association. They
are very courteous in handling our account without charge
and it is considerable bother. I want to express my appre-
ciation for it.
By careful budgeting of our Activities Association ac-
counts we have been able to purchase a new; Electric Score-
board for Basketball. The cost was slightly over $300. Some
of the money was left by graduating- classes and some was
saved from previous years. It is a valuable addition to our
permanent equipment.
A school is the cooperative effort of a great many people.
Our citizens, school board, superintendent, teachers, janitor
and pupils alb help to make it what it is. I appreciate their





REPORT OF THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM
IN THE HAMPTON CENTRE SCHOOL
The Guidance Program in the Centre School is taking def-
inite shape and much of the beginning work has been done.
The following information will help to understand the pro-
gram better.
A permanent record, called "Cumulative Record Folder"
has been obtained which will keep the record of every child
from kindergarten through the eighth and also has spaces
to carry his record on through High School. This record
shows not only the pupils scholastic accomplishment but
health, special abilities and his extra-curricular activities
all through school. Also the results of all measuring instru-
ments to which the child will be subjected during his school
years.
As in any beginning Guidance Program the value will not
be as noticeable nor will it be as valuable this first year as
it will in succeeding years, for the great value in a Guid-
ance Program lies in an accumulation of data over a period.
Thus will be shown definite behavioral patterns which
make up a child's personality and will enable a counselor to
make wise and sound decisions.
Some of the measuring devices to be used in the Program
are: Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Otis Mental Ability
Tests, California Tests of Personality, Washburn Social
Adjustment Inventory and Dunlap Academic Preference
Blank. These are some of the tests that will be used, there
are others but this is a good cross sampling of types. The
program also includes interviews with pupils and where
necessary with parents and teachers.
Some of the testing has already been done. Several boys
and girls who have shown from their tests that they were
out of their group have been placed where success for this
-^ 123 }>~
year is assured, as failure in the very beginning of a school
career can produce maladjusted individuals that may be-
come neurotic and finally school trouble makers. Several
boys who have been previously retarded and are oversize
and overage for their grade have been doing Physical Ed-
ucation with boys nearer their size and age range, and some
of them who would not be taking Manual Training this
year, are to meet with a class in Manual Training for the
last half of this year. Some who lacked native ability and
have shown interest along somechosen line have been given
work that is commensurate though more to their liking,
than their grade is doing.
Respectfully submitted,
M. Wayne Bowie,
Principal and Guidance Counselor
.^( 124 |^~
MUSIC DEPARTMENT





I submit the following report of activities in music in the
Hampton schools during 1947.
The work in elementary grades and Junior High School
has been carried on as usual. A new text in grade four has
been appreciated and enjoyed. This text includes much new
folk material, some of it the result of late research. We are
in need of a new modern portable victrola. Much
splendid material for Appreciation work could be used if
we had this. An interest in instrumental music seems to be
active. In fact, we have been unable to meet the demands
for some types of instruments.
Pupils from the Senior High school participated in four
music festivals during the spring of 1947. Arlene Tobey
(french horn) represented Hampton at the New England
Concert Festival at Brattleboro, Vermont. Laura Barnes,
Earl Midgley, Robert Jeralds and Barbara Garland sang,
and Peter and John Brooks, Althea and Leroy Paul played
at the New Hampshire Festival at Rochester, N. H. The
High Small Chorus sang at the New Hampshire Festival
at Plymouth, N. H. As usual, we have taken part in pro-
grams in our community and in the graduation exercises.
An innovation this year was the Junior High graduation
in the evening. It seemed to be very successful and en-
joyed by the many parents and friends who attended. It
provided a new interest for the music classes at the close
of the school year.
We are very grateful to Dr. Wayne Bryer for the loan of
records from his fine library. These were used in the Music
-..^<;f 19^^ Jfe..-
Appreciation Class at the High School during May and June
when the advanced class had very early completed the
work of the year. We hope that some arrangement may be
made that these classes may be continued, since there are
always pupils who wish to take the subject and are unable
because of conflicts in the program.
Your supervisor is this year an officer of the State Mu-
sic Supervisors Association, and a member of committees
in both the New England and National Music Educators
Associations.
This year the New England Festival will be held at our
own Hampton Beach. In anticipation of the event our Band
is badly in need of new uniforms. We hope our community
will stand behind us and aid us in obtaining them.
I wish to thank the Board of Education and you, Mr. Gill-
more, for the fine material aids continually provided me.
Respectfully submitted,
Esther B. Coombs, Director of Music
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ART DEPARTMENT
Dear Mr. Gillmore :
I submit the following- report of the Art work in the
Hampton Schools for 1947.
In g-rades one through 6 there were one-half periods of
art work per week, with grades seven and eight one 40-min-
ute period of art work per week.
In grades 3 through 8 the fundamentals of drawing and
painting, and design through observation have been taught
and grades 1 and 2 have been allowed free and self expres-
sion as much as possible. The grade teacher has carried on
art work in integration with other subjects as much as de-
sired.
The High School has had two 40 minute periods of art per
week combining the freshman through senior years in one
class of approximately 30 pupils. Here we have accom-
plished excellent work in advanced drawing and painting
and design with different mediums such as crayon, ink, wat-
er color, cut paper, and tempera paints.
In November Dr. Thomas of the University of New
Hampshire suggested that a senior teacher training student
of the University be allowed to train under my supervision
in the Hampton and Durham districts. The request was
granted by the respective school boards and Mrs. Ritchie
will start training February 10, 1948. This will allow us to
have more periods of art as we have wished for a number of
years.
It is hoped that with the guidance and help of Dr. Mildred
Landis, our new State Art Director, we shall be able to have






DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Following is a brief report of Physical Education Acti-
vities and Athletics during- the past year.
The emphasis in Physical Education Activities at the
Centre School has been on those that will improve skills as
throwing, catching, running, and jumping, and to develop
boys and girls who are socially sensitive.
Weather permitting, outdoor activities were carried on
three times per week at the Centre School.
Eight boys passed the First Athletic Badge Test with two
meeting the recjuirements of the Second Test.
In the spring, grades 6 through 8 participated in a Relay
Carnival.
At the High School, each boy or girl, unless excused by a
doctor or participating in a varsity sport, met twice a week.
The program of Physical Education was summarized i-i
March with an exhibition of tumbling, pyramids, dancing,
combatives.
Intramurals were conducted in basketball and volleyball
and all students were given an opportunity to participate in
a competitive sport. The teams were equalized by known
abilities, and withonly one or two exceptions produced
games that were close.
But, even with the trend toward intramurals, we must
consider the varsity team. It is highly important because of
its motivating influence and the lessons in sportsmanship
which are taught directly to the team and indirectly to the
entire student body.
With more and better equipment becoming available, we
are gradually making it possible for more students to en-
ter into interschool athletics. For example, at the conclu-
sion of the football season there were 33 boys out for foot-
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ball as compared to 19 the year before. In basketball, we are
carrying four teams, and have scheduled games for Girls',
Boys', Varsity, JV's and Freshmen-Sophomore group.
The highlight of the basketball season so far was the
successful visit to the Boston Garden, and the gift of new
uniforms and warm-up jackets from the Boosters' Club.
Track was introduced in the spring with the team par-
ticipating in four meets and securing four places at the in-
terscholastic meet in Durham. It will be continued again
this spring, although a lack of facilities and equipment ex-
ists.
I would like to close with this suggestion. The Physical
Education periods at the High school are too short to per-
mit use of Tuck Field. This leaves only the loosely filled
gravel parking area for Physical Education Activities. A
worth-while project for the future would be a basketball
court of some hard material similar to that at the Lafav-
ette School in Portsmouth.
Respectfully submitted,
John G. Peterson,





School, Grade, Teacher Av. Memb. No. % of At. At.
Tardy H. R.
High School and Academy, 9 - 12













Junior High 7 - 8








Elsie Bartlett 27.43 13 94.93 2
Centre 5
Pauline Whitney 32.46 20 96.08 3
Centre 4
Ada L. Perkins 34.96 23 96.39 8
Centre 3
Thelma F. Carter 40.85 57 95.10 1
Centre 2
Frances Chevalier 36.89 20 94.68 2
Centre 1
Adeline Marston 28.04 10 92.04
Music, Esther B. Coombs
Art, Dorothea S. Martin
Totals or Average 472.59 390 95.31 59
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ENROLLMENT, SEPTEMBER 1947
Average Age 6.1 7.4 8.5 9.6 10.8 11.8 12.5 13.0 14.4 15.7 16.3 17.7
Teacher, School, Grade 123456789 10 11 12 T't'l
Academy and High School


























Elsie Bartlett _ 36 36
Agnes Wormwood 36 36
Ada Perkins 45 45
Thelma Carter 43 i3
Frances Chevalier 29 29
Adeline Marston 38 38
Kindergarten
Marie McGann 24 24
Esther B. Coombs, Music
Janice Wholey, Art
24 38 29 43 45 36 36 38 43 45 59 49 53 533*
*1 Post Graduate is included in Grade 12.
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PROMOTIONS, JUNE 1947
Grade 123456789 10 11 12
Promoted 27 39 37 33 30 24 41 44 57 45 50 38
Not Promoted 204434002000
SUMMARY 1946 - 1947
Value Centre Building and Site
Value Centre Equipment
Value High School Building and Site
Value High School Equipment
Value Kindergarten Equipment
Average Salary Men Teachers
High
Elementary


















SCHOOL CENSUS, SEPTEMBER 1947
Whole number of children between 5-16 years of age
Boys 199
Girls 194
Number not attending any school, 5-16 years of age
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Financial Statement July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1947
RECEIPTS
On hand July 1, 1946 $34.23
Dog Licenses 288.00
Tuition - high and junior high 8,119.44








Federal Lunch Prof^ram 2,193.60
Total Receipts $79,251.76
*In addition to this amount, the Trustees paid
$1,030.00 for high school bleachers.
EXPENDITURES
Salaries of District Officers 675.00
Superintendent's Salary 937.50
Tax for State wide supervision 834.00
Truant Officers and Census 45.00
Expenses of Administration 1,968.03
Principal's and Teachers' Salaries 44,042.54
Text Books 866.41
Scholars' Supplies 1,303.21
Other Expense of Instruction, music,
flags, supplies 1,260.31
Janitor Salaries (Special included) 4,405.77
-<^ 134 ^
Fuel 2,170.01
Water, light, janitors supplies 1,629.15
Repairs and Replacements 1,394.54
Health Supervision 211.64
Transportation of pupils 3,570.96
Rebate on tuition 19.20
School Lunches 2,812.38
Rebate on Dog Tax 50.25
Insurance 590.54
State Retirement and Other 668.00
New Equipment 1,165.24
Payment of principal of debt 6,000.00
Payment of interest on debt 1,190.00
Payment of bills from previous year 1,433.80
Total Expenditures 79,243.48




Assets, June 30, 1947
Cash on hand June 30, 1947 $8.28
Total Assets $ 8.28
Excess of Liabilities over assets 62,075.33
Grand Total $62,083.61
Liabilities, June 30, 1947
Exeter and Hampton Electric Company 84.96
Hampton Publishing Company 49.00
J. L. Hammett Co. 49.65
Bonds Outstanding- 61,900.00
Total Liabilities 62,083.61




This is to certify that we have examined the books and
other financial records of the school board of Hampton of
which this is a true summary for the fiscal year ending- June
30, 1947 and find them correctly cast and properly vouched.




ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT TREASURER
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF HAMPTON
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1947
Cash on hand June 30, 1946 $34.23
(Treasurer's bank balance)
Received from selectmen, ap-
propriations for current year $67,257.00
Dog tax 288.00
Trustees Hampton Academy & High
School 569.39
Federal Reimbursements 2,193.60
Received from all other sources 8,909.54 79,217.53
Total amount available for fiscal year 79,251.76
Less School Board orders paid 79,243.48
Balance on hand as of June 30, 1947
(Treasurer's bank balance) 8.28
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